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PBEFACE 

I first entered Jane Austen's world when I read Pride and Prejudice. 

When I had finished reading this popular n0vel, I wondered. what it was 

that had held my interest throughout; there was no serious adventure , 

na fantasy, and no uncemmon events; in fact, nothing much had happened. 

I wondered if the author had done this in her other novels. As I read 

each of the other published Jane Austen novels. I soon realized that 

her stories were transporting me into another set of problems no less 

real than my ownp but problems that I enjoyed reading about because they 

made no personal demands en me. The subjects were not elegant or grand, 

but they were finished with a precision that delighted me. 

After reading all of her published work, I wendered how the 

artist of these literary werks could p~ssibly have written anything she 
\ 

could not be proud of. It was this that prompted me to read, reread, 

talk, and finally write about the harsh critical standards she set for 

her literary work. The publication of her rejected work gave me an 

epportunity, rare among novelists, to see the standards she always i n-

sisted upon achieving before she was willing to present her novels ta 

her readers. 

The critical appraisal that I have made of Jane Austen's r ejec-

tions has been interesting to si;cy the least. When I realized how very 

diligently she criticized, rewrote, corrected, and rejected her work, 

I learned to appreciate even more the contribution she has ma.de te the 

literary world- I hope that my readers will appreciate it to. 

iii 
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CH.APTER I 

JANE AUSTEN'S PURSUIT OF PERFECTION 

Jane Austen stands almost alone in her long, patient, and delighted 

ho~s of labor in perfecting her books. "Her novels were thought out~ 

first written, redrafted, and finally revised ••• 111 She loved her work 

so much that she refused to publish it before it had reached the stand-

ard _of perfection on which she always insisted. The first written and 

fi~st printed of her novels, ~ense and Sensibility, was done when she 

was twenty years old, but she rewrote the book two years later, changing 

the form and the title. Originally entitled Elinor and Marianne, it was 

given its present title in 1797. !ut it was thirteen years later that 

Jane Austen resumed the work and :presented it for publication. 2 Elinor 

and Marianne had been written in letter form, the letters written be

tween the sisters who in the final draft were never parted. Apparently, 

the author entirely reorganized the novel. 

Pride~ Prejudice, written in 1796, was originally named First 

Impressions. Jane Austen revised it under its first title and offered 

it for Pllblication, but the publisher refused it.3 It then lay unt~uch

ed for thirteen years during which time the final revision of Sens·e 

lR. Brimley Johnson, •1ntroductionp• Sanditon ~ other Miscellanea 
(New York; 1934). Po xiio 

2Johnson. ~ Austen (New Yorkp 1930). p. 47. 

3Ibid •• p. 48. 
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and Sensibility had been dene.4 Jan Austen then went back to the story 

~f the Bennett ~rls and spent a year or m re revising it. The nevel was 

finally published in 1813. but even then. the auther was not fully sat-

isfied with her bGok. She wrote t her sister, Cassandra: 

The work is rather light, and bright, and sparkling; it wants shade; it 
wants to be stretched out here and there with a long chapter of sense, 
if it could be had; if net~ of solemn specious n@nsense about something 
unconnected with the story ••• Anything that would form a c0ntrast, and 
bring the reader with increa1ed delight to the playfulneee s.nd epigram
matism of the general style., 

Jane Austen's rigid self-criticism may best be seen in this qugtatien. 

She wrote this about a book that is often ranked among the ten best ever 

written by arwnovelis1.6 

Northanger Abbey. written in 1798, was first given the name Susa.no 

After several years, it was rewritten and sold to the publisher, who 

kept 1\ thirteen years refusint; te publish it. The author bought the b~ok 

back for the origin.al price, changed the title and the heroine's n&Jne to 

Catherine, and b•gan revising the stery. She was still revisin~ and still 

not satisfied with the book when she died.7 

La<!l_ Susan, writt n in 1805, was complete, and is c~nsidered a final 

draft because the manuscript is alm0st free frem correctiens.8 But it is 

4iiaura L. Hinckley, Ladies!! Literature (New York, 1930). p. 47q 

5Jane Aus\en1 s Letters, ed. R. W. Chapman (Oxford, 1932), II 0 300. 

6Herbert Gorman, The World's Great Nevels (New York, 1945). 

7Hinckley, p. 87. 

8 J0hnson, p. xii. 



a work that Jane Austen had never felt worth publication. ,!h! Watsons, 

on the other hand, was never eompleted4 Though the fragment had been 

3 

thought out and composed in plot and phrasing, Miss Austen never finish

ed it.9 After the appearance of Mansfield~ she took up the subject 

and characters of The Watsona, but once more she laid them aside never 

to pick them up again. It is interesting to note, however, that even 

this unfinished work received not a little attention from its author. 

She h~d carefully rewritten, revised and redrafted the few chapters 

that she had finished. But even after this careful revision, she was 

never convinced that the story was worth finishing. 

Persuasion was finished in 1816, but Jane Austen was not satisfied 

with it. 11She felt the story did not end satisfactorily, that it wanted 

bringing together and clinching ~o to speak. wlO Mr. Austen-Leigh, her 

nephew, pointed out that these things worried her, the more so, proba-

bly because of her weak state of health. One night she retired in very 

low spirits, but the next morning she was cheerful and bright with her 

usual sense of power and imagination revived. She had cancelled a 

chapter of Persuasion and wrote two others in its place. 11 Perhaps it 

is from this cancelled chapter that we can learn most about Jane Austen's 

standard of perfection; it was once a part of the final draft which had 

satisfied her and was intended for publication. 

Lesa information is aTailable on the rewriting ana correcting of 

.Mansfielt Park and~- It is not to be assumed, however, that these 

9Ibid., p. x. 

10Geraldine Mitton, Jane Austen and Her Times (New York, 1905), 
p. 314. - --

11 Ibid., p. 315. 



~ovels did not receive critical attention from the writer. Some critics 

say that The Watsons was an early draft of Emma. It is believed that 

·:private ciTcumstances C(!)m:pelled a drastic change in the plot; nd satis-

fied with the new plot, she began a new tale which was to become what 
12 

we know as Emma. Among those who argue this point is Laura Hinkley 

who sees nothing in common between~ and The Watsone. She faels that 

Jane Austen, while writing Mansfield~' found herself ~trllrping the 

:plot 0f The Watsons, thus dropping the early draft.13 

The careful industry devoted to revision of her work proves Jane 

Austen to have consciously striven after perfection. The quality of her 

work was no eu.dden miracle; it came from long, patient, and delighted 

labor. What did she gain from this careful thought and self-criticism? 

What qualities are there in the finished work that set them apart from 

those that were never considered ready for pnblication? Why was a 

chapter cancelled from Persuasion? What quality or qualities did it lack 

that the other chapters did not? From a atandpoint of Jane Austen's 

critical atandarde, weuld Sanditon ever have been approved by its 

author for publication? Could~!!_~ Bovel ever have reached Jane 

Austen's standard of :perfection? In other words, what do these unfinished, 

unpublished or rejected works lack when compared with the quality of 

the published works? 

It is hoped that these questions will be answered in the following 

chapters. A critical analysis will first be made to determine the quality 

of the six published novels. The following terms of analysis will be 

12Johnson, pp. x-xi. 

13Hinckley, p. 93. 
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used in determining the outstanding quality Jane Austen possessed as a 

novelist: 

Intensity .2.f. vision. This term refers to the writer's saturation 

in her work; that is, how completely she knew the materials she dealt 

with. It is important in plot, characterization, setting. Complete 

saturation or intensity of vision in an author, results in a work with 

no defects or inaccuracies in any aspect of the subject of the novel. 

Intellectual power. This term refers to the author's abilities in 

treatment and interpretation of the subject matter. This ia probably 

more important than intensity of vision, but it cannot function without 

the latter. 

Passion~~ universal. This refers to the author's power to 

see in any particular situation significance in terms of universalities. 

Also, some emphasis will be placed on style since Jane Austen 

14 is well known for her lucid style. After this critical analysis has 

been made, the results will be used to determine the answers to the 

questions concerning the unfinished work. ~y comparing the quality 

of her unpublished work with these standards, perhaps Jane Austen 1 a 

readers will be able to appreciate even more the long hours of labor 

that went into her work before she was willing to present it to them. 

14tl.w. Chapman9 Jane Austen» Facts and Problems (Oxford, 1950), 
p. 209. 



CHAPTER II 

ART IN THE PUBLISHED NOVELS 

In Chapter I, the question was raised regarding what Jane Austen 

gaine<i from her severe self-criticism. 'What did she require of her 

novels before she presented them to the publisher? She must first have 

insisted upon achieving complete saturation or intensity of vision in 

her work. !ecause of her complete saturation in her materials, praeti-

cally no inaccuracies may be found either in plot, character, or 

setting. 

To achieve intensity of vision in plot, every incident must in-

evitably grow out of preceding ones. In Pride and Prejudice, the first 

line reads: "It is a truth universally acknowledged, that a single man 

in possession of a good fortune mu.st be in want of a wife."1 Thie 

st atement applies particularly to Mrs. Bennett, who is a firm believer 

in the "universally acknowledged truth," especially since she has five 

daughters. It was the business of her life to see that her daughters 

married well. Of course, Jane Austen, saturated as she was in her work, 

could not have Mrs. Bennett so involved in seeing her daughters married 

without good reason. The author explained that the Bennett estate was 

entailed, and at the death of Mr. Bennett, all of the Bennett estate 

would belong to a cousin, Mr. Collins. Neither Mrs. Bennett or the 

lJane Austen, Pride~ Prejudice, p. 231. (All footnotes referring 
to Jane Austen's published novels are taken from The Complete Novels 
2f ~ Austen (New York, N.D.). -

6 



girls would have arzy- means of existence. In our time, the entail would 

be less important, but in Jane Austen's day, unless a girl were a 

genius, her only vocation was marriage. 2 

7 

The second sentence in the novel describes Mrs. Bennett's thoughts 

concernir.g her oldest daughter, Jane, and Mr. :Bingley, the 11 single man 

in possession of a: good fortune." Jane Austen wrote: "However little 

known the feelings or views of such a man~ be on his first entering 

a neighborhood, this truth is so well fixed in the minds of the su.rround-

ing famili s, that he is considered as the rightful property of someone 

or other of their daughters."3 Jane Austen's intensity of vision would 

hardly have been noticeable if she had allowed Mr. Bingley to be struck 

by Jane simply because Mrs. Bennett wished it. Bingley 1 s interest in 

Jane was brought about because she was the Nmost beautiful creature I 

4 ever beheld!" Jane was also described as one who could "take the good 

of everybody's character and make it still better, and say nothing of 

the bad, 11 5 a characteristic that only a nQvelist who was deeply satu-

rated in her work could have known the importance of, for it was Jane's 

good humour that brought about the friendly relationship between 

!ingley 1 s sisters and herself. As a result, the girls invited Jane to 

their home. This seems a perfectly normal invitation on the part of the 

Bingley girls in the manner that Jane Austen handled it, and yet, it 

could easily have seemed contrived in the hands of many novelists, con-

sidering the important events it was to bring about. The ]ingley girls 

2Mitton, p. 142. 

3~ ~ Prejudice, p. 231. 

4Ibid., p. 236. 

5 Ibid., p. 238. 
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had no way of knowing that Mrs. Bennett would be so naive as to insist 

upon Jane's traveling to their home on horseback in hopes that the rain 

would force her to spend the night in the same house with Bingley. For

tunately for Mrs. Bennett, it did rain; the girl got;wet, became ill, and 

had to stay several days. Again, he11tis evidence of Jane Austen's com

plete saturation in the work in that this incident brought about an oppor

tunity for .Elizabeth Bennett to become acquainted with Darcy, an incident 

of utmost importance to the plot, and yet, the manner in which it occurred 

seems so natural that the reader is not conscious of its importance. 

This is what the author of Pride and Prejudice strove to achieve; she 

was so saturated in her work that she carefully wrote and rewrote until 

every single incident contributed to the main idea of the story, while 

at the same time, each incident grew out of and was illuminated by the 

preceding one. Elizabeth 1 e encounter with Darcy contributed to many im

portant incidents. Darcy's pride and Elizabeth's prejudice against his 

pride caused conflict between them. Elizabeth hated him because, at the 

letherfield Ball, he "was discovered to be proud; to be above his company, 

and above being pleased."6 Too, Elizabeth had overheard this remark he 

made to Bingley: "Your sisters are engaged and there is not another woman 

in the room whom it would not be a punishment to me to stand. up with. 11 7 

It was natural then, as Jane Aust n made everything seem, for Elizabeth 

not to like Darcy. The only reason she pat herself in his company was 

be~ause of her concern for her sister, Jane. Darcy, on the other hand, 

had always been used to having women speak, look, and think for his aP

probation alone. Elizabeth roused and interested him because she treated 

6 Ibid., p. 235. 

7Ibid. 
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hi~ differently. :But Darcy, conscious of her inferiority, of its being 

a degradation, of the family obstacles which judgment had always opposed 

to inclination, fought against his feelings toward Elizabeth. She attract

ed him more than he liked, so he hoped to solve his problem by leaving 

Net~erfield; seeing also that Bingley was greatly attracted to Jane, he 

persuaded his friend to leave too. This action Jane Austen thought out 

because she knew that there mast be conflict in the action; oth rwise, it 

could hardly hold the reader's attention. Her intensity of vision in th 

action is evident upon examining the manner in which she brings the con

flict about. She was care:f'u.l to make the read.er feel the inferiority of 

Elizabeth's connections to those of Darcy. It was only natural that Darcy 

was displeased with himself for liking a girl whose condition in life 

was so decidedly beneath his own. This was especially true in Jane Austen ' s 

Before Bingley and Darcy left Netherfield, Mr. Bennett had received 

a letter from Mr. Collins, the man wh~, at the death of Mr. Bennett, 

might "turn you all out of this house as soon as he pleases. 8 Mr. Collins 

professed concern for the "hardship to my fair cousins" du to the entail 

of the estate, and , having decided that he was ready to do some girl the 

honor of proposing, he thought it best to ask one of the Bennett girls. 

Mrs. Bennett had hopes that Jane would marry Mr. Bingley so she suggested 

that Mr. Collins propose to Elizabeth. Very important to the ntire plot 

was Mr. Collins• proposal to Elizab th. But Jane .Ansten had thought o·u.t 

many incidents that would inevitably grow out of Elizabeth 's refusal. Mr. 
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Collins, feeling that she had everything to gain and nothing to lose, 

was insulted. Having come to Longbourn for the purpose of finding a wife 

and having been insulted by the Bennetts, he turned to Elizabeth's best 

friend and neighbor, Charlotte Lucas. Charlotte, realizing that this would 

probably be her last chance to marry, accepted him even though she had 
~ 

no affection for him. Out of this incident came the chance for Elizabeth 

to visit Charlotte, now Mrs. Collins, who lived near Darcy's aunt. Jane 

Austen would not have been satisfied with having Elizabeth visiting 

Charlotte and Darcy visiting his aunt at the same time without reasons 

and events contributing to the incident. For some novelists, the fact 

that relatives and friends often visit each other would hav been reason 

enough, and perhaps it was for Jane Austen in a first draft, but before 

publication, she saw that nothing seemed contrived or artificial about 

the action in her stories. 

Jane Austen gave several reasons for Elizabeth's visit to Charlotte. 

It might seem strange that Charlotte and her husband would want her as 

their guest, especially since Elizabeth had once refused to marry Mr. 

Collins, but Jane Austen's intensity of vision enabled her to handle it 

effectively. In the first place, Charlotte had married Mr. Collins only 

because she wanted security and a family of her own; she managed to tol-

erate him, but she anticipated loneliness; she hoped that her best friend, 

Elizabeth, would help her endure it by visiting her often. Mr. Collins 

wished for Elizabeth's company for the purpose of showing her what she 

had lost in refusing him. Aleo, he wanted the pleasure of displaying th• 

grandeur of his patroness (Lady Catherine) to his visitors. As for 

Elizabeth, "absence had increased her desire of seeing Charlotte again 
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and weakened her disgust of Mr. Collins."9 The change was welcome to 

Elizabeth, the more so because her favorite sister, Jane, was visiting 

an aunt nearby. Anxious as she was to go and certain that the Collinses 

really depended on her visit, Elizabeth would not have made a special 

trip by herself. Such a plan would have lacked intensity of vision be

cause th Bennett family did not have carriag s, horses, or money to 

spare for such a trip. But Charlotte's father and sister (Elizabeth's 

neighbors and friends) were going and insisted that Elizabeth go with 

them. Certainly, this shows the care with which Jane Austen tightened 

her plots. 

Darcy's visit, like Elizabeth's, was far from appearing contrived. 

Lady Catherine had expected him for some weeks before Charlotte's 

visitors arrived. In the first place, it was cu.stomary for a young man 

of the upper class to entertain himself with such visits because he had 

nothing else to do. Lady Catherine urged him to visit her because she 

hoped he would marry her daughter, thus keeping the titles and positions 

in the family. Had Darcy known that Elizabeth was visiting at the par

sonage, he would probably have postponed his own visit; naturally Lady 

Catherine did not mention it because Elizabeth was unimportant to her. 

She would have been horrified at the thought of Darcy's having affection 

for the girl. But as the reader is already aware, Darcy cared for Elizabeth 

more than he dared admit even to himself. When he saw her again, he 

found it impossible to control his feelings. He said: 11 In vain have I 

struggled. It will not do. My feelings will not be repressed. You must 

9Ibid., p. 322. 
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allo~ me to tell you how ardently I admire and love you."10 Elizabeth 

refused his proposal of marriage. For this incident to appear natural -

that is, for a girl with poor relations to reject such a man's affection 

without the appearance of invention, - - the author weuld have to be well 

saturated in the work. Saturation like Jane Austen's enabled her to 

show reasons and to create incidents far in advance of this important 

one that brought about Elizabeth's refusal. It had already been men

tioned that Elizabeth was prejudiced against Darcy because of his ex

cessive pride. As a result, she was ready to believe practically anything 

uncomplimentary to him. When she met Wickham, a soldier in the corps who 

was stationed in Longbourne and a friend of Lydia's favorite soldier, 

he told her that the late Mr. Darcy bequeathed him the next presentation 

of the beet liViJJ8, but that young Darcy had given it to someone else.11 

Such maltreatment of one's father's friend added to Elizabeth's dislike 

for 1-rcy. As if this were not enou,;h, Darcy had been reeponeible for 

!ingley 1 s leaving her sieter Jane. 

Not only did thie incident grow out of eeveral preceding ones, but 

it was very important in bringing about the following ones. Jane Austen's 

intensity of vision enabled her to see that this refusal would cause 

Darcy's pride to be injured; when he became angry, Elir.a.beth lost all 

compassion in anger and informed him of the reasons she disliked him. 

Darcy denied the charges made against him, and when Elizabeth gave the 

matter her full unbiased attention, she realized that she had been hasty 

in judging him. She thought of her first conversation with Wickham and 

lOibid., p. 345. 

11Ibid., p. 278. 
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she was now struck with the impropriety of such c0mmunications to~ 

stranger and w ndered why it had escaped her beforeo She realized the 

indel icacy of hie putting himself forward as he had donet and sh• iheu~ 

f the inconsistency ~f his professions with his c~nduct. She rem~mbered 

also that until the Bingleys and Darcy had left the c~untry, he had told 

his story ton~ one but herself; but that after their removal ii had bGGrl 

everywhere discussed. It was not until then that he had no reserves in 

sinking Mr. Darcy 1 s character, "though he had assured her that respect 

for the father would always prevent his exposing the son. 1112 Having 

thought this •utn Elizabeth began to think ho, that Darcy could. hardly 

be exp cted to rejoice in the inferiority of her connections. She thought 

of the defects of her family and how hopeless they were ef remedy. Her 

:father 0 who was cGntented with laughing at them, "would never exert himself 

to restrain the wild giddiness of his yeungest daughters; and her mo ther, 

wi th manners so far frGm right herself, was entirely insensible of the 

evil. 1113 Buti Elizabeth and Jane had often tried t• check the imprudence 

of Catherine and Lydia. Catherine howeverp who was weak spirited. very 

irritable 0 and completely under Lydia 1 s guid&lllce. was always affront ed by 

their advice; and Lydia 0 self willed and careless 0 scarcely heard what 

they said. As long as there wi;i,s an officer in Mery ton. they :flir\ed with 

him. Scme writers might have suddenly had Elizabeth's family change 

for the better so that she and Darcy's positions in life would have been 

different. But Jane Austen w uld not have been proud f such poer means 

of pl~t d velopment. Only those incidents that inevitably grow out of 

12Ibid.o p. 355. 

13Ibid.o p. 359. 
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some other incident satisfied her. Elizabeth's family had caused her un

happiness before, but instead of improving, they were to bring more. The 

author had been preparing her readers for this when she often alluded to 

the unladylike actions on the part of Mr. Bennett, Lydia, and Catherine. 

Soon after Elizabeth's return home from Charlotte's house, the last 

of _the regiment was leaving Meryton, an incident which was to cause much 

disturbance in the Bennett household. Lydia received an invitation from 

Mrs. Forster, wife of the colonel of the regiment, to accompany her to 

Brighton. This incident also gave Jane Austen an opportunity to show how 

sensitive Elizabeth's feelings were toward the impropriety of her family's 

behavior in such matters, as well as offering proof that Darcy had reason 

to feel the inferiority of these connections. Elizabeth had felt the im

propriety of her father's behavior as a husband, but not until now had 

she realized the disadvantages which must attend the children of so un

suitable a marriage; now was she fully aware of the evils arising from 

her father's poor judgment in preserving his daughter's respectability. 

She told him all the improprietiee of Lydia's general behavior, and the 

probability of her being in a dangerous position in Brighton where the 

temptations must be even greater than she had known before. She spoke of 

the disadvantage to the entire family which must arise from the public 

notice of Lydia's behavior and what must be the inevitable outcome. But 

Elizabeth's plea was in vain, and Lydia went to Brighton where she was t o 

bring shame to the family. 

Before this event took place, Elizabeth had once again been in 

compa~ with Darcy. She had met him, much to her surprise, while travel

ing with her aunt and uncle. The meeting between the two, Jane Austen 

treated carefully so that she was certain the incident did not seem con

trived or invented. Elizabeth' s trip with her aunt and uncle had been 
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planne~ for several months; her trip to the Lakes was the object of her 

happiest thoughts; it was welcome consolation for all the miserable hours 

which she spent with her mother and Kitty. It was not as if Elizabeth had 

just returned from one trip and immediately started on another; Jane 

Austen, with her intensity of vision, would not have allowed it; the trips 

were several months apart. When the time drew near, Aunt Gardiner wrote 

to Elizabeth that Mr. Gardiner would be prevented by business from leaving 

until a few weeks later, and that he would have to be in town again with-

in a month, so they would not have time to take the long trip to the Lakes. 

Having looked forward to the trip so long, they did not wish to stay home, 

so they made plans to see the country in and around Derbyshire. Jane Austen 

could have had them plan the short trip in the beginning, thus leaving out 

the change of plans; many authors might have been satisfied with such a 

plan. But Jane Austen 1 s complete saturation in her work, brought about by 

her strict standard of perfection and harsh self-criticism, made her in

tegrate the event with the plot, thus making it seem natural and inevitable. 

Probably, Miss Austen realized that in real life, people are seldom able 

to carry out their plans without some changes. If the trip had originally 

been planned to Derbyshire, it might have seemed a contrivance on the 

author's part to bring Elizabeth and Darcy together. As Jane Austen planned 

it, the trip came about because Mr. Gardiner was unable to make the longer 

one to the Lakes. Here, the question might arise as to why the Ga.rdiners 

decided on Derbyshire. To Mrs. Gardiner, Derbyshire "had a peculiarly 

strong attraction. The town where she had formerly passed some years of her 

life, and where they were now to spend a few days, was probably as great an 

14 
object of her curiosity as all the celebrated beauties" at the Lakes. 
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Anyway, there seemed little chance of Elizabeth's meeting Darcy, and 

though she thought of him, she felt that she could surely •enter his 

county with impunity, and rob it of a few petrified spars without hie 

perceiving me."15 But Mrs. Gardiner, after having seen all the principal 

wonders of the country, expressed a desire to see Pemberley (Darcy's 

home) again, and Mr. Ge.rdiner declared his willingness. Jane Austen had 

been careful to mention the great affection Aunt Gardiner had for 

Elizabeth so that it seemed natural for her (aunt) to direct their 

course in a way that would please Elizabeth as well as themselves. It 

must be remembered that Elizabeth's aunt and uncle still thought that 

she valued her acquaintance with Wickham, who had spent his youth at 

Pemberly. Too, they were ignorant of the unpleasant affairs between Darcy 

and Elizabeth. They knew only that she disliked him just as they did, but 

that was hardly a reason for not desiring a view of his fine house and 

gardens. It was not until Elizabeth learned from a chambermaid that the 

proprietor was not at home that she agreed to go. 16 

Naturally, this incident Jane Austen used to bring about still more 

important ones. Elizabeth was already painfully aware of the injustice she 

had done Darcy, and there in his own home, she was made suffer even more 

when she heard the commendation bestowed on him by Mrs. Reynolds, the 

housekeeper. She called him "the best landlord, and the best master •• that 

ever .lived; not like the wild young men nowadays, who think of nothing but 

themselves. There is not one of his tenants or servants but what will give 

him a good name.n17 

15Ibid., p. 375. 

16Ibid., p. 376. 

l7Ibid., p. 379. 
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Darcy returned home while Elizabeth was there, and true to the de

scription his housekeeper had given, he treated Elizabeth and her rela

tives with perfect civility. Both were embarrassed; Elizabeth, because of 

the impropriety of her being found there, and Darcy, because he was 

speechless due to the circumstances of their last meeting. Still they 

were conscious of the lack of eivility each had shown the other on their 

last meeting, and the desire to make amends prompted them to speak and 

act with gentleness. ~arcy walked over the grounds with Elizabeth and 

the Ge.rdiners, and having received encouragement from Elizabeth ' s atten

tion, he called on her the next day. 

This incident Jane Austen carefully thought out for the purpose of 

bringing Darcy and Elizabeth together again, but it also served the pur

pose of bringing Bingley back into the story. Visiting in Darcy's home, 

it seemed natural that he too should call on Elizabeth when his friend 

did. This was important, as were all the Jane Austen incidents, in that 

it enabled Elizabeth to see for herself that Bingley had no affection for 

Darcy's sister, the girl everyone expected him to marry because of the 

family connections it would bring both parties. Elizabeth was invited to 

return the visit, and just when things were looking bright for her and 

Darcy, Elizabeth's sister Lydia, ran away with Wickham. Granted that this 

incident did not grow out of the one concerning Elizabeth and Darcy; how

ever, many preceding incidents did contribute to this one involving Lydia 

as has already been mentioned. It was important at this particular time 

of the plot because it affected the actions of Elizabeth and Darcy. It 

meant that Elizabeth must return home because she was anxious to be with 

her sister Jane and to share with her the cares that mu.st fall wholly 

upon her. Anyway, Elizabeth felt that Lydia had ruined her chances of ever 



meeting Darcy on terms of cordiality so there was no need to stay in 

Derbyshire. It was now the entire family's design to see that Wickham 

married Lydia. Mr. Bennett and Mr. Gardiner both went to Brighton for 

that purpose. 

18 

Only through complete saturation in her work could Jane Austen have 

so effectively connected an incident like this to the entire plot. Not 

only was the incident with Lydia greatly connected with what had gone on 

before but it was to bring about still more important incidents concern

ing the Bennetts, Bingleys, and Darcy. The latter felt a necessity of 

helping Wickham once again, though he certainly did not deserve it. 

Darcy hoped also to be of help to Elizabeth; he found that he loved her 

in spite of her family connections. He paid Wickham 1s bills and gave him 

an allowance, with the understanding that he would marry Lydia. This 

incident Jane Austen also used to show the true character of Darcy, one 

that the reader realizes Elizabeth will be proud of. Mr. Gardiner agreed 

to pretend that he had given Wickham the money. In an effort to convince 

Mr. Bennett of its truth, Jane Austen had Mr. Gardiner ask Lydia's father 

to contribute his share of one hundred pounds per annum, a sum he could 

easily afford. 

After the marriage had taken place, and Wickham and Lydia had set

tled down to a married life, the report came from Aunt Phillips that 

Bingley was returning to his home in Meryton. After all, it was Darcy who 

had persuaded Bingley to leave Meryton; now, Darcy felt differently toward 

the girls themselves, so he suggested that Bingley return. Jane Austen had 

been sure to indicate throughout the story that Bingley and Jane had never 

lost their affection for each other. 
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) 
Of course, Darcy returned with Bingley. Several events took place 

to bring this one about. Jane Austen's high standards would not have been 

achieved if she had simply implied that it was natural for Darcy to return 

with his friend as he had done once before. After all, Darcy had left that 

neighborhood because he was beginning to care more for Elizabeth than he 

desired. Too, Elizabeth had refused his offer ef marriage; he, a man who 

might marry any one of a number of girls with the right connections and 

relations. Perhaps a hurried, less conscientious novelist would have been 

satisfied simply to bring Darcy back to Derbyshire without any special 

incident leading up to it. But Jane .Austen gave this work long hours of 

careful thought, lasting sometimes over a period of a year. Apparently, 

she never lost sight of her characters and their actions in order to make 

sure that all events were closely integrated. It was Lady Catherine 1 s 

actions that prompted Darcy to return to Netherfield with Bingley. She 

was first to hear a rum.or about her nephew and Elizabeth's affection for 

each other. The thought of it made her furious. Having always been in a 

position to demand her wishes, she proceeded to command Elizabeth to re-

fuse Darcy's offer even if he had or should give it. Unsuccessful with 

Elizabeth as far as receiving her promise of a refusal, she pleaded with 

Darcy. Instead of putting an end to the affair, she gave Darcy the hope 

and encouragement he needed when she informed him of Elizabeth's react ion 

to marrying him. It was this that made him come to Netherfield to judge 

for himself whether he could ever make Elizabeth love him. 18 Jane Austen 

would not have been pleased with this action had she not shown Darcy's 

love for Elizabeth in many ways already. 

18Ibid., p. 461. 
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Unfortunately, we cannot know what changes were made when Jane 

Austen rewrote and revised this work; but common sense tells us that it 

mu.st have been her deep saturation in the materials that brought about 

a plot with events as closely integrated as the one in Pride and 

Prejudice. 

This quality is not limited to the plot in Pride~ Prejudice; 

a~ one of the six novels might have been used as examples of Jane 

Austen's intenee consciousness of every bit of action and of the im

portance of one incident inevitably growing out of another. For in

stance, in~. the heroine was utterly surprised when Mr. Elton 

suddenly made love to her. But again. Jane Austen's intensity of vision 

of the action is evident when the reader sees how she created effective

ly, circumstances leading up to this important incident. Emma believed 

that Mr. Elton was interested in Harriet Smith. Her reasons for be

lieving this fallacy were twofold: first. she believed it because she 

desired the match. and second. she had elected herself Cupid for the 

purpose of promoting it; she thought a little too well of herself to 

believe she could be or do anything wrong. But Jane Austen's thorough 

saturation in this work. as in all the others. enabled her to see that 

such a match was highly improbable. especially since all of Mr. Elton's 

actions were inevitably leading up to the proposal he made to Emma. One 

of particular importance was that of the charade he wrote for Emma in 

which he asked permission to pay his addresses to her. She was to give 

her permission by approving his charade and his intentions in the same 

glance. Emma, thinking the charade was meant for Harriet. felt free to 

give Mr. Elton an approving glance; the latter. of course. got the wrong 

meaning from t he glance. Emma should have guessed that his addresses 
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were not meant for Harriet when he wrote in the charade of her "ready 

wit. 11 ~arriet was "not a sensible girl, nor a girl of any information ••. 

She has been taught nothing useful, and was too young and too simple to 

have acquired anything herself."l9 But the only thought that came to 

Emma was that 11 a man must be very much in love, indeed, to describe her 

so.n20 

More proof of Elton's affection for Emma, Jane Austen off red when 

Emma told him about Harriet's sore throat. He was all alarm, but mostly 

for Emma's sake; he exclaimed; "a sore throat •• I hope not of a putrid 

infectious sort •• Indeed you should take care of yourself as well as of 

21 
your friend." Actually, Elton had never paid Harriet any attentions 

except as Emma's friend. This is proof again that Jane Austen's satura-

tion in her work enabled her to tighten the plot so that no inaccuracies 

occurred. She had thoroughly thought out every action, on the part of 

Mr. Elton, so that everything he said or did was evidence of his adora-

tion for Emma. Had the affair turned out as Emma expected it to, the plot 

would have lacked the tightnees that Jane Austen sought and insisted on. 

She allowed her characters to be under such misapprehensions (when their 

nature allowed them to be) but her own insight into every bit of action 

brought about incident after incident that grew out of precedi%18 onee; 

as a result, nothing aeems contrived or artificial in the entire chain 

of incidents. 

Jane Austen's intensity of vision is seen also in her characteriza-

tion. In fact, so closely related are the characters and action that it is 

19.!l!!!!!!.!, p. 798. 

20ibid., p. 805. 

21Ibid., p. 829. 
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impossible to show the author's intensity of vision in one without show-

ing it in the other. Saturation in character is achieved when the author 

shows the action of the character as consistent with his nature. To 

1:alance one evidenc with another, the author must really know the char-

acter; he mu.st know the character's choices, tastes, environment, speech, 

and actions well enough to make a pattern of the person, a pattern that 

mu.st not be deviated from. Jane Austen's ideas and practices concerning 

characterization are stated in a letter she wrote to her niece in which 

she criticized the girl's new book: 

We are not satisfied with Mrs. F's settling herself as T nant & near 
neighbour to such a man as Sir T.H. without having some other inducement 
to go there; she ought to have some friend living thereabouts to tempt 
her. A woman, going with two girls just growing up, into a Neighbourhood 
where she knows nobody but one .Man, of not very good Character, is an 
awkwardness which so prudent a woman as Mrs. F. would not be likely to 
fall into •• You must not let her act inconsistently •• Mrs. F. is not careful 
enough of Susan 1 e health •• Susan ought not to be walking out so soon after 
Heavy rains •• an anxious Mother would not suffer it. 22 

Apparently, Mies Austen's niece was not saturated in her work as her aunt 

was, or she would have been more capable of seeing the inconsistency in 

her character, Mrs. F. Had she created a mother like Mrs. Bennett, in 

Prid• and Prejudice, then Susan would have been allowed to walk out "so 

soon after Heavy rains." Jane Austen's initial description of Mrs. Bennett 

informed the reader of some of her characteristics; "She was a woman of 

mean understanding, littl information, and uncertain temper. When she 

was discontented, she fancied herself nervous. The business of her life 

was to get her daughters married; its solace was visiting and news. 1123 

The author made certain that Mrs. Bennett never deviated from this de-

scription. She showed absolutely no scruples in her "business" of getting 

22Letters, II, 400. 

23Pride and Prejudice, p. 232. 
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her daughters married, but we did not expect her t because we had he~n 

teld that she had neither und rstanding nor information. When Mr. Bingley 

first moved into the neighborhood, Mrs. Bennett immediately censidered 

him as the rightful prGpe1·ty of her daughter .Jane 9 and ahe would have 

gone to any lengths to capture him. Unlike Mrs. F. in her niece's ncvel, 

Jane Austen felt that Mrs. Bennett would net only allow her daughter in 

the rain, but that she would suggest it as long as Jane was in v~rsu.it 

Gf a husband. 

M re insight into the character of Mrs. Bennett Jane Austen $ffers 

us in the fermer 1 s conversation. Upon returning frQm the Ball, Mrs. 

Bennett exclaimed to her husband: 11 Mr. Bingley thought her fJan• quite 

beautiful O and. danc d with her twice! Only think of !h!:!, my dear; he 

actually danced with her twice 2 First of all he asked Miss Lucas. I was 

24 
H vexed to see him stand. up with her !11 These words Mre.. Bennett speaks 

impulsively; it is by means f impulsive speech or actions that writers 

can best show whai a person really is. Jane Austen's ability to offer 

this insight into the character f Mrs. Bennett is evidence of her sat-

u~ation. She had already given the reader direct characterization; that 

is 0 she told us s6mteihing about Mrs. Bennett 0 but she knew that nothin~ 

could take the place of action for revealing the true character of such 

a woman. The preceding quotation revealed complete lack of concern for 

othe~ people on the part of Mrs. Bennett when she spoke harshly of Miss 

Lucas. wh(i) was Elizabeth's best friend 0 and a "sensible, intelligen'G 

24Ibid. o p. 237. 
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young woman. 11 25 Plainly, her (Mrs. Bennett) design was to capture Bingley 

for her daughter Jane, regardless of how underhanded the method or of who 

might be hurt. Moreover, she hated any ana everyone who seemed to stand in 

~he wa:y of her daughters' marriage. She f elt triumphant when she told her-

self that no one could possibly admire Miss Lucas, a revealing attitude on 

her part in that it is consistent with the description Jane Austen gave us 

originally. The author's intense consciousness of the importance of consist-

ency through speeches, actions, tastes, and habits, must have prompted her 

to work diligently until she had achieved this quality. Throughout Pride 

and Prejudice, Mrs. Bennett was revealed as a woman who would have stopped 

at nothing to get her daughters married. She went so far as to resolve never 

to speak to her own daughter,Elizabeth,if the latter did not marry Mr. 

Collins. When Elizabeth refused his proposal of marriage, Mrs. Bennett ex-

claimed to her husband: 11 You must come and make Lizzy marry Mr. Collins, 

for she vows she will not have him, and if you do not make haste he will 

change his mind and not have her. 1126 After these and C!>ther similar remarks 

made by Mrs. Bennett, the reader is hardly surprised to learn that she "was 

more a.live to the disgrace which her want of new clothes must reflect on 

her daughter's nuptials, than to any sense of shame at her eloping and 

living with Wickham a fortnight before they took place. u27 

A:ny one of Jane Austen's characte~ minor or major, might be used to 

illustrate her saturation. In Mansfield~. she showed the depth of her 

saturation in the work when she successfully developed into womanhood a 

25Ibid., p. 248. 

26Ibid., p. 298. 

27Ibid., p. 416. 
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little girl who was introduced into the story at the age of nine. Fanny 

Price, whose family was too poor to care for her, went to live at Mansfield 

Park with her aunt and uncle. When she first arrived at the big house, the 

author described her as having "no glow of complexion, nor any other strik-

ing beauty; exceedingly timid and shy, and shrinking from notice; but her 

air, though awkward, was not vulgar, her voice was sweet, and when she spoke 

her countenance was pretty. 1128 Naive Aunt Norris had expected Fanny to 

rejoice because of her wonderful good fortune at being taken from her poor 

relations and placed in this home of privileges. :But Jane Austen's inten-

sity of vision into Fanny's character helped her to see that this girl, 

whose feelings were acute, would have difficulty in reconciling herself to 

the novelty of Mansfield Park, and the separation from everybody she had 

been used to. 

Fanny I s cousins were all well grown and forward for their age, "which 

produced as striking a difference between the cousins in person, as education 

had given to their address. 1129 Jane Austen felt that, under these circum-

stances, Fanny Price would be 11afraid of everybody, ashamed of herself, and 

longing for the home eh• had left. 1130 Instead of having Fanny change over-

night, Jane Austen produced the change gradually; Fanny slowly learned to 

transfer much of her attachment for her former home to Mansfield Park. For 

the autru>r of Mansfield Park there had to be more reason for Fanny's trans-

!erring her attachment from home to the Park than the passing of time. It 

was her cousin Edmund who helped her feel comfortable in her new surround-

ings. His attenUons were of the utmost "importance in assisting the 

28Mansfield Park, p. 474. 

29Ibid., p. 475. 

30Ibid. 



improvement of her mind ••• He knew her to be clever, to have a quick 

apprehension as well as good sense •• 1131 WHh her own abilities, her 
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cousin 1·s help in developing them, and the superior surroundings she now 

lived in, Fanny Price grew into a sensitive, reserved, yet sensible girl, 

who disliked doing anything that she felt was not within the limits of 

propriety. This characteristic Jane Austen effectively illustrated when 

the Bertrams and Crawfords became interested in staging a plEcy. The idea 

came to these young people during the absence of Sir Thomas. Fanny was 

the only one in either family to agree with Edmund Bertram when he said 

" •• it would be wrong •• it would be highly injudicious •• it would show 

great want of feeling on my father's account, absent as he is •• 1132 Only 

Fanny had 11 bQrne Edmund company in every feeling throughout the whole •• 1133 

:But Edmund had too many against him, SQ he finally joined the play, more 

to keep down a family riot than any other reason. However, no amount of 

persuasion could induce Fanny to join them. Again, attention must be 

centered on Jane Austen's complete saturation in the character of Fanny. 

Every single one of this girl's characteristics was consistent with her 

refusal to act in the play. Her sense of propriety told her that it was 

not justifiable; her sensitivity made her shrink from pub l icity; her 

reserved manners, quick apprehension, and good sense made her feel the 

vulgarity of these young boys and girls acting love scenes. It was these 

same characteristics that later caused Fanny to refuse Henry Crawford's 

propo sal of marriage, and it was Jane Austen's saturation in her char-

acter that made her see the objections Fanny would have to Crawford. 

31Ibid., p. 481. 

32rbid., p. 545. 

33 4 Ibid., p. 5 7. 



One critic believes that Henry Crawford would have been a better 

match for Fanny than Edmund Bertram was; Henry, he thought,could have 

improved Fanny's temperament by assisting her in mental flexibility.34 

27 

But saturated as Jane Austen was in her characters and their actions, she 

could not have been pleased with her work if Fanny had accepted Henry's 

proposal; such would not have been in accordance with Fanny's nature . In 

contrast to this reserved, and sensitive girl, Henry Crawford was "the 

most horrible flirt that can be imagined" who delighted in breaking the 

girls' hearts.35 He felt that " •• there is not one in a hundred of either 

sex who is not taken in when they marry •• it is, of all transactions, the 

one in which people expect most from others, and are least honest them

selves.1136 This was hardly Fanny's idea of the same subject, nor ceuld 

she have cared for anyone who held these opinions. Moreover, Fanny dis-

liked doing anything that she felt was not justifiable and within the 

limits of propriety; when Crawford exclaimed over his pleasure in the 

theatrical staged while Sir Thomas was abroad, she was disgusted with him 

for being happy "when doing what you must know was not justifiable."37 

NeJ Fanny could never have been happy with Henry Crawford. It was under-

standable though, that Fanny would have affection for her cousin Edmund; 

he was uniformly kind and had been her friend when she had needed one 

most. 

34Sheila-Kaye Smith and G.B. Stern, Speaking 2!. ~ Austen (New 
York, 1944), p. 63. 

35Manefield Park, p. 493. 

36Ibid., p. 495. 

37Ibid., p. 605. 
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Perhaps Jane Austen 1 s deep sense of the importance of consistency in 

character may best be seen in her treatment of Fanny 1 s homecoming. A 

novelist who was less saturated in her work might well have made that a 

sentimental affair when Fanny, after many years absence, returned to the 

home she had left as a ten year old child. One's sense of Jane Austen 1 s 

intensity of vision in her work is deepened upon seeing that Fanny found 

the change from Mansfield Park to her original home just as strange and 

uncomfortable as she had found Mansfield Park when she first arrived 

there. After living at a distanc from her family for such a length of 

time as mu1t lessen her natural affection for them, and having been bred 

in a superior style to theirs, Fanny could not be expected to react 

affectionately toward her parents. Instead, she was grieved and stunned 

upon meeting her family. Scarcely an inquiry was made by the Prices after 

Mansfield Park, or for that matter, about Fanny herself. She longed imm -

diately for her uncle's house where there would be a "consideration of 

times and seasons, a regulation of subject, a propriety, an attention to

wards everybody which there was not here. 1138 

A much more simple character than Fanny Price is Mrs. Allen in 

Northanger Abbey. The initial description of Mrs. Allen tells the reader 

that she had neither 11 genius, accomplishment, or manner. Dress was her 

passion. 11 39 In one incident and few words, Jane Austen was able to illus

trate all of these characteristics. Mr. Allen was discussing the propriety 

of Oatherine 1 s riding in open carriages with young men. He asked Mrs. 

Allen if she did not think it objectionable. His wife replied that 11 open 

38Ibid., p. 702. 

39Northanger Abbey, p. 1067. 
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carriages are nasty things. A clean gown is not J ive minutes ' wear in 

them. You are splashed getting in and ge\ting ut, and the wind takes 

your hair and your bonnet in every direction. I hate an open carriage my

self."4o There is nothing more c mplex about Mrs. Allen than this quo-

tation impliesg and sh is only a minor character in Northang!! Abb•l· 

Attention has been called to her fer the parpose of showing Jane Aueten°a 

intensity of vision in character whether they are simple, compl&X9 min r, 

Thus farg we have seen how deeply saturated in her characters and 

their actions Jan• Austen really waso Now 0 we must apply the term to 

setting0 both material and immaterial. 

It is readily noticeable that little material setting is used in 

these novels. Charlette Brent• once complained that in Pride~ 

Prejudice0 there was lllne epen cou.ntry, n fresh air 0 blue hill 0 benny 

beck.N41 It is true that Jane Austen did net emphasize material setting; 

she was se deeply saturated in her literary work that she ceuld ~•e the 

need for enly a li~tle attention te material setting in her bGoks. She 

used it sparingly with the same attention \o economy and pertinence 

that she used in her characters and action. Not having involved her 

characters in any serious adventure 0 it was not necessaryp or even ad-

v1sable 9 to describe an elaboratw background. She created a domestic 

werld in the eighteenth century English middle class society, a society 

whoa• entertainment consisted mostly ~fan occasional dance, a dinner 

pa:r1'y 9 and a walk or a dri ve through the country. At least 0 this was 

4olbid. 0 p. 1120. 

41As quoted in Andrew H. Wrigh\ 9 Jane Austen 9 s Novels (New York0 

1953) 9 p. 7° 
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Jane Austen's conception of their activities, and she passed her insight 

into this life on to her readers. With little description, she makes us 

conscious of the large estates, the big country houses, and the presence 

of servants. For example, when Fanny Price first came to Mansfield Park, 

"the grandeur of the house astonished her ••• the rooms were too large for 

her to move in with ease •• "42 It was not necessary for Jane Austen to 

elaborately describe the size and grandeur of the house and gardens; her 

intense vision into the setting she used, enabled her to present it by 

suggestion rather than enumeration. More evidence of this may be seen in 

Edmund's reassuring speech to Fanny when the latter thought she might be 

sent to live with her Aunt Norris. Edmund said: "You will have as free a 

command of the park and gardens as ever ••• You will have the same walks to 

frequent, the same library to choose from •.• the same horse to ride."43 

The fact that the Bertrams were able to take Mrs. Norris and Fanny in 

their home, and give them separate rooms suggests the enormous size of 

the great house. In contrast to this, Jane Austen gives us a feeling of 

the crowded conditions that the lower class lived in. When Fanny returned 

to her parents' home, she was taken into a parlous, "so small that her 

first conviction was of its being only a passage-room to somthing be\

ter,1144out then she saw there was no other door. The author's int nsity 

of vision into immaterial setting may be seen in thi, same incident; that 

is, the return of Fanny to her original home. The sensitive girl noticed 

that the house was the "abode of noise, disorder and impropriety. Nobody 

42Mansfield Park, p. ~76. 

43Ibid., p. 484. 

44Ibid., p. 699. 
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was in their right place, nothing was done as it ought to be."45 Her 

father swore and drank, and he was dirty and gross. Her mother's time 

was taken with other things; "she had neither leisure nor affection to 

bestow on anyone."46 In full contrast to the lower class, the upper 

middle class manners, as seen at Mansfield Park, were elegance, propri

ety, regularity, harmony, and above all, peace and tranquillity. "At 

Mansfield, no sounds of contention, no raised voice, no abrupt bursts, 

no tread of violence, was ever heard; all proceeded in a regular course 

of cheerful orderliness; everybody had their due importance; everybody's 

feelings were consulted. 1147 Such were Fanny's thoughts when she visited 

her parents, and it was through Fanny's mind that Jane Austen gave her 

readers · some idea of the manners of the different classes of people. 

Had the author simply told her readers of this difference, it would have 

been less effective. As she handled it, we get insight into character 

and immaterial setting at the same time, an accomplishment that only a 

novelist who was saturated in her material could achieve. 

In Persuasion, as in the other novels, the reader is made aware of 

the location of the action only by mention of such places as Somerset 

County, Uppercross, and Lyme; seldom are descriptions of the places 

given. There is little physical description of character; we do not know 

whether Anne Elliot had red, brown, black, or blond hair, or whether she 

had fair or dark complexion. Bu.t just as Miss Austen's characters are in 

no wise grand or heroic on the whole, and her material hardly startling 

as to adventure, neither is the setting elaborate nor would such a setti ng 

45Ibid., p. 706. 

46Ibid., p. 707 . 

l+7Ibid., p. 708. 
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that is used in the n@vel is so ~f:fectively described that it is likely 

the place G:f Mtni.mw. th O s :rebelli mn. 0 °0Don u t spe&1.k te me elf the Duke ~f 

Monm&uth. Shew me the sp.at \oihere LQuisa M11sg:r~ve :fell ]1148 Of' C:lllU.t'H» it 

am 1f the lifeless figure 0:f L@uisa Musg:r@vo Wht:!n she slipped and fell 

t~ the pavement. 49 Tt be hld 0:f the wind and the p@.vement is a ra.ri t;v 

viid@n in her w@rk enabl@:d her h use i ill eff'ect:l.vely when she needed. te .. 

Th8 minimized settini in these novels has @ften been critiei~ed~ 

••• kn~w m~re abGut how JQne Austen°s ~~men were dressed~"! l@n~ed t@ knew 
wh1at Emw.i. wore when she gave tha.t dinner :party :f@:r Mro El hno Surely a 
b~autif:ul and becoming dr~ss had s@mething t~ ds with Anne Elliot 8 s 
@ff ®Ct ~n Captain Wein:twc.lrt,ho. 50 · 
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It is in Northanger Abbey that Jane Austen shows how deeply satura-

ted she was in the settings she did use. The scene is laid in Bath; she 

makes the reader aware of the manners and sights in that famous resort, 

by means 0f suggestion, action, and somtimes description. We get a feel-

ing of the gaiety in Bath from the awareness 0f the chattering and run-

ning back and f0rth from Pu.mp rooms to Upper and Lower Assembly rooms, of 

the continual meetings and saunterings in the streets and coffee houses, 

of the busy streets like Cheap Street which connects the London and 

Oxford roads and the principal inn of the city.5l The setting in this 

novel is more detailed than that in the other novels, but even here, just 

enough is said to give the desired effect of the busy and gay life in 

Bath, a background that Jane Austen felt was needed for the romantically 

minded heroine who was on the lookout for her hero. Compared with the 

Gothic heroines, Catherine Morland's life woul d hardly be described as 

eventful and gay, but it was not Jane Austen's purpose to imitate them; 

she hoped to laugh them out of existence. 

We have seen beyond a doubt that Jane Austen was thoroughly saturated 

in her characters, action, and settings. We can be sure that if she re-

jected any part of her work, the rejection would be partly based on her 

inability to become thoroughly acquainted with the material; to know her 

characters well enough to feel what they would feel in every situation 

and to think what they would think; to see the characters in the entire 

action of the story so that each incident grows out of and illuminates 

I 

the preceding one; and to!!!_ the material setting and to f!!!. the imma-

terial setting that is needed to bring about the desired effect. At least 

51Northanger Abbey, p. 1082. 
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we can be sure that she achieved this quality in her published works, but 

this is only one aspect of the critical standards she set for herself; we 

must determine the extent of the author's intellectual power and passion 

for the universal in order to get a full view of the art in her novels. 

Intellectual power is a term that refers to the author's abilities 

in treatment and interpretation of the subject matter. It is just as im

portant, perhaps more so, than intensity of vision, but it cannot function 

without the latter. Jane Austen shows intellectual power in her ability t o 

sustain interest throughout stories in which nothing much happens, in her 

ability to see the limits of her own powers as a novelist, and in her 

ability to write a very delicate satire on the absurdities, illusions, and 

weaknesses she saw in human nature. 

In her six published novels, Jane Austen makes interesting, events 

which would ordinarily be uninteresting and commonplace. Samuel Johnson 

once said: "Life is made up of little things. Trifles are dear to all our 

hearts, if they are attached to the objects of our affection--whether 

persons or things. 1152 The trifles Jane Austen writes about are certainly 

dear to all our hearts, because sne makes them seem important, amusing and 

endearing. The subjects are not elegant or grand, but they are finished 

with a precision which delights the reader. Sir Walter Scott once said that 

Jane Austen had 11 produced sketches of such spirit and originality, that we 

never miss the excitation which depends upon a narrative of uncommon events, 

arising from the consideration of minds, manners, and eentiment·s greatly 

abov our own. 1153 All of Jane Austen I s novels exhibit this intellectual 

52As quoted in Chapman, Letters, I, p. xlii. 

53As quoted in Wright, p. 197. 
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power. 

A look at some of the novels will illustrate this outstanding ability. 

Northanger Abbey, for example, is a story about a young heroine who visits 

in Bath, meets her 1'hero, 11 visits in the home of the young man, and finally 

marries him. None of the incidents, perhaps with the exception of Catherine 

being turned out of her hero's home, are out of the ordinary, but are 

common, uneventful things that might happen to any girl and usually does. 

The heroine herself is not outstanding in any way; 11 she never could learn 

or understand anything befor she was taught, and sometimes not even then, 

for she was often inattentive, and occasionally stupid."54 But with this 

material, or lack of it, Jane Austen created a story that is delightful 

and interesting, an exhibition of her intellectual power. 

In Sense~ Sensibility the events are different but hardly more out 

of the ordinary. The two sisters, Elinor and Marianne, are in love and 

both meet with difficulty in their l ve affairs before they are happily 

settled as married women. Though Willoughby loved Marianne, he felt he 

could not sacrifice his position in life to marry a girl with poor family 

relations. Edward Ferrara, ElinGr 1 s lover, was claimed by an unscrupulous 

girl who finally relieved Edward by marrying his brother. Unlike the story 

about Catherine Morland, many families were represented in this novel, and 

more characters meant more conflict. But the story never involved more 

than a few trifling domestic affairs. Moreover, the domestic affairs were 

those familiar to most eighteenth century middle class families in England. 

The story is free from real complications and serious adventure of any sort, 

but due to Jane Austen's intellectual ability, it is a story of spirit and 

54Northanger Abbey, p. 1063. 



originality which has delighted readers for many years. 

Mansfield Park is usually considered the most ambitious in theme and 

the best example of Jane Austen's ability as a story teller.55 The story 

centers around Mansfield Park, a great country house where the heroine, an 

adopted girl, grows into womanhood. She was taken from her own home of 

poverty at the age of ten and rather reluctantly placeiin the home of her 

uncle, Sir Thomas Bertram, who is a man of dignity and culture. Fanny is 

not welcomed by her relatives nor is she treated as an equal except by 

her cousin Edmund. Half of the book is taken up in revealing the character 
-

of those at Mansfield Park other than Fanny Price. Fanny's real strength 

of character, however, gradually develops as the other events take place. 

She learns by observation; she seldom speaks unless she has something im-

portant to say. While she is maturing, the reader's attention is focused 

on the actions of her cousins. Maria and Julia Bertram become angry rivals 

over Henry Crawford, who is visiting at the Mansfield Parsonage. Henry 

is a practised flirt, and his sister Mary uses her charms on Edmund 

Bertram. The Crawfords involve the Bertrams in what is to be the beginning 

of their ruin. Fanny warns EdDl'11nd against what is likely to happen, but he 

does not believe her. The Bertram children had been taught self importance 

above all else, so they could hardly be expected to foresee anything 

happening to them. Fanny, unable to act, waits until Edmund sees things 

clearly for himself. Though the plot consists of more complexity than the 

other novels, the moat eerious adventure is that of Maria's running away 

with Henry Crawford. Even this incident doee not happen until near the 

end of the story. The power to sustain interest throughout such a long 

55Margaret Kennedy, Jane Austen (Denver, 1950), p. 66. 
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intellectual abilityo 

It is cenceivable that the authGr c~uld have Slil.stained this interest 

in her nevels by means ~f creating exeitin« live et~ries. It has been 

mentitaed that her su.bjeet matter was that G:f' dtmestie affairs such as 

her@es and heroines were never presented in what ceuld be called a l@ve 

terest threugheut. Rema.ntie scemes weuld have int:rG1dueed feeli~ as a 

main element in the nsvels; Jane Austen emphasized. getd taste 9 r,Hd 

the e@mmGn N©vel style==& ha:ndsemeu amia.bleg unexeepthnal y0ung mu 

desperately in Lffep and all 1:n vain. oo56 .A.l0ng thh same lin.e 9 she wret~ 

tt Cassandra Austen& 

I have had a mest af:f'ecthnate letter fr©m Bu.ller; I was afraid he wsuJ.d 
Gppress me by his felicity & his love f@r his wife 9 bu\ this is n@t the 
case P he calls her simply Anna wi -theut a:rny angelic embellishments, ft,r 
which I respect & wish him ha:p:py 0 "57 

Here is evidence of her dislike ftr affectati0n 0 "angelic embellishment~00 

witheut the inclusi@n ef feeling as the main eleme~t; few n0velists hav~ 

56Letters 0 II~ p. 403. 

57lbid. 0 I 0 Po 85. 
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is written before Elizabeth Bennett S&¥S a kind word to her future 

husband. When she does accept him, neither of them vow violent love for 

each other; their conversation is such that a listener, unaware of their 

feelings, would not suspect that Darcy had proposed. They were s far 

fr m acting the part of lovers that Elizabeth feund it difficult te 

convince her father of her live for Darcy. In~' the heroine acciden

tally rode alon with Mr. Elton. Soon she found "her hand seized--her 

attention demanded, and Mr. Elton actually making vieltnt love to her. 1158 

The mention of "vi lent love" in the Jane Austen novels is a rarity in 

itself; it never got past a "mention" however, because Emma did nGt like 

the attention. She was one of the few heroines who had her hand held by 

a professed lover, but even in this instance, the scene was quickly made 

awa:y with when Emma said, "Believe me, sir, I am far, far, frem grat

ified in being the object of such professions. 11 59 

The fact that Jane Austen did skip over love scenes has been the 

object of some criticism of her w rk. Charl tte Bronte complained that 

the passions were unknown t Jane Austen, and that she "rejects even a 

speaking acquaintance with that stormy sisterhood. Event the feelings 

she vouchsaf~s no mor than an ccasional graceful but distant recogni

tion •• 11 60 It does not s em fair to say that the passions were unknown 

to Jane Austeni she simply insisted that her characters behave with de

cency. "T• those whQ have the power to see and interpret, there is a 

depth of passion in her characters that far surpasses the emotional 

58Emma, p. 842. 

59Ibid. 

6oAs quoted in Wright, p. 8. 
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.owhoever may have beens~ detestably yeur enemyp let them b9 cheated 
~f thei;o malignant 'tsriumph 0 my dear aister 0 by H11inr hillw nebly the 
conscieusness &f yeur @wn innecence and ge~d intenti0ns supports yeur 
spiritsf'..,U is a reannable and le:u.da:ble pride which resists such malev
alence. 0c:: 

Elin@r was able t~ say this at a time when she had lest h@r lQver t~ a 

silly and scheming yGung girlo Jane Austen8s intellectual ability enta=, 

bled her to shew the depth ef Elin~r 8s passi~n with@ut shewing her in 

in steries in which nething mu.c~ happeneo Everything she deals with 

imp~rtant and endearing. 

Jane Austen°s ability to see the limits ef her ewn pewers as a 

n©Velist is another evidence ijf her intellectual p~wer. There were m~y 

public events she might have ussd as subject matter. During her lifetimm, 

the:r:·e was the Americiln War of Independence al'ld. the l@H ef the American 

ef these events just as she had ignired pure romance and pure tragedy. 

nevels wl'ru.ld probably have ruined themo Her characters and events would 

6l14ary Augusta Austen=Leigh9 Pers®nal !!Peets!!, l!!!,Austen 
(L1ndtn0 1920)» p. 109. 

62sense ~ Sensibility 9 p. 112. 
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not have sto0d out as they did against a background of romance, tragedy, 

wars, and bloodshed. Miss Austen certainly prGved that it was not the 

chcice of subject matter but the treatment of H that was important. Her 

power to see her wn limitations as a writer is probably one of her 

greatest intellectual gifts. 

Thus far, we have seen Jane Austen's intellectual p wer as exhib-

ited in her story telling power and in her ability to know her limita-

tions. Another aspect ef this intellectual power is her ability to 

extract so much fun from the absurdities, illusions, and weaknesses as 

seen in human nature. Her humor is so delicate that it often escapes the 

unobserving reader's attention. Even in her humor, she has a wholesome, 

sane outlook; her satire and irony are always delicate, never violent. 

"Tactfully and secretly Jane laughed at everyone, but what makes her 

mirth most delicious is her equal readiness to laugh at herself. 11 63 She 

once wrote to her sister, Cassandra: 11Pray remember me to Everybody who 

does not enquire after me. Those whCi> d, remember me without bidding. 1164 

Another time, she said: 11 1 do not want people to be very agreeable as 

it saves me the trouble of liking them a great dea1. 1165 

Northanger Abbey is doubly hum r us because its auth r satirizes 

the Gothic novel at the same time that she creates many hum rous char-

acters. Catherine Morland, who often read Gothic novels, felt that she. 

like the Gethic hereines. was born t be an her1in1 and that something 

must and would happen to thr w a her in her path. Jane Austen create, 

63Hinckley, p. 74. 
64 Letters, I, p. 13. 

65 4 Ibid., p. 3. 
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places and pe0ple that the G©thic n0velists r~manticized. In this manner~ 

sh~ effectively showed the c~mi~ ine~ngruities existing between events 

taki~g place in Gothic nwvels and th0se m0re likely t~ $Ccur in reality. 

One ef the best examples @f this h the incid.ent in which Catherine 

. . . 
The 10ck was silver though tarnished fr~m age; at each end were the 
imperfect :remains d' handles alsfl') 0f silve:r 0 br0ken perhta.ps prematurely 
by s,me s\rA!!.ge vi0lence; and ~~6the centre of the lid was a myst•= 
riou.a cipher i~ the same mete.lob 

that created b. the herei.ne 0 s naive and imaginary mindo Bef~re arriving 

ed t~ find a l~w building wltheu.t even an antique chimney. T0e, as she 

she has with a character wh®tee "talents el!luld not have recemmendsd. him at 

aey Umeo oo67 He was a naive and narr@w minded dd ~an whc, th0ught that 
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everyone's likes and dislikes should be identical with his own. He re-

fused to eat rich food because he felt it was unwholesome, reason enough 

for him that everyone should refuse it. He earnestly tried t persuade 

Emma's governess not to have wedding-cake at her own wedding "and when 

that proved vain as earnestly tried to prevent anybody's eating it."68 

Once when lllllla gave a dinner party, Mr. Wood.house's fellings were in sad 

warfare; 

He loved to have the cloth laid, because it had been the very fashion 
of his youth, but his conviction of suppers being very unwholesome made 
him rather sorry to see anything put on it; and while his hospitality 
would have welcomed his visitors to everythi~, his care fer their 
health made him grieve that they would eat."b~ 

This is an example of the true Austen wit; it is handled so delicately 

that a non observant reader is hardly conscious of the humorous situa-

tion. But the observant reader's sense of her intellectual power is deeP-

ened upon seeing her ability to handle humorous situations delicately 

and effectively as she did in this instance. 

Jane Austen's humor, always an intellectual humor, is net limited 

to a certain type character; the heroines themselves de not escape the 

witty mind of their creator. She was aware that everyone had absurdities 

and peculiarities which c uld most effectively be shown through humorous 

remarks and actions. The heroine of~, completely unaware of Mr. 

Elton's love for her, was warned of it by her brother-in-law who had 

seen Mr. Elton only once. She amused herself by thinking of the "consid-

erations of the blunders which often arise from a partial knowledge of 

circumstances, of the mistakes which people of high pretensions to 

6gibid., p. 772. 

G9Ibid., p. 775. 



judgment are fH' ever !al.ling inh •• 1170 Shii was highly displeased w:l.-~h 

her brether-in=law fer thinkb.g her in need Glf his advice. Th.is hm.mer :i..e 

g00d 9 the m9re H because :1t is integrated with the a.ctiGn. Fillr e:x:amplG 9 

in the beginning @f the stery 9 we were t0ld that Emma was pr@n@ t~ think 

tee well of hereelf and her judgments; the remainder 0f the stGry was 

such. that it revealed ~ver and ever hGw pe~rly ~he had judged every sit

uation., 

In ~erna.d111:n 0 Jan~ .A.1uit~:it uud hGr marv1Sleus insight in:i;Q h'wlw.n. 

absurdities and incensistimin.ciH h auaU:dH the herdne 1 s sishr 0 a girl 

who"had ne rHeurcee :f0r HlUudo;; and 0 inh®riting a con8id.erable Bhare 

111:t' the Eliet Hlf=imp•rtance 0 was very pr@ne h add to every tther dis

tress tha'ti @f :t'aneyinc herself lfl!!)glected and ill=11Hdo 1171 When he:r 

husba:nd 0 Charles Musgr@ve 0 decided to atten.d a dinn@r at hie pa:rents 9 

heme 9 Mary pGinted out that they had a sick child and that it would be 

disgrace:t'till h lea.vf@ himo When Charles insisted "tha.t nothing ean bo 

geing en better than the child0 1112am.. u.1way 0 a father is tf n@ use :t:n 

eru.eh matters 9 Mary was f'u.rbuso She asked her sister Anne Elli et O "}lC)W 

dees he know that he {!he ba.bi] is g®ing cm wel1 0 Gil" that there may not 

be a sudden change half an htrnu• heneef 0873 :But when Anne suggested. that 

Mary attend the dinner t$e 0 Mary accepted the preposal with this cemment: 

011 really think Charles might as well have hld his father we w~u.ld all 

eeme. I am n~t m0re alarmed abeut littl~ Charles now than he iso I was 

70ibid .• 9 p. 831 

71Persuasi~n 9 Po 1231. 

72Ibid. 0 :p., 1243. 

73Ibid. 
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dreadfully alarmed yesterday, but the case is very different tGl- day. 1174 

This incident is typical of Mary's every action. Perhaps Jane Austen 

reaches the peak of her satirical attack on Mary when the latter forces 

her company on the Miss Mu.sgroves. The Musgrove girls, in obvious pursuit 

of Captain Wentworth, came through the gr unds and "stopped for no ther 

purpose ~t Mary I s hems;] than tc, say that they were going h take a 

long walk, and therefore concluded Mary coul d not like to go with them.175 

But Mary was overjoyed at the idea of a walk, and no amount of reasoning 

on Anne ' s part could dissuade her. Mary felt insulted at their supposing 

she was not a good walker and yet she knew "they would not have been 

pleased if we had refused to join them. When people come in this manner 

on purpose to ask us, how can one say no? 11 76 

TQ add a little spice to the already humorous situations, Jane Austen 

often made her own interpretative and evaluative remarks. In Northanger 

Abbey, when Catherine went for a ride with the Tilney family, she was 

quite lost fr words; she knew nothing of the subjects they talked abut. 

She was ashamed of her ignorance, but Jane Austen commented that it was 

a misplaced shame n Catherine's part: "Where pe ple wish to att ach, they 

should always be ignorant. A woman, especially if she have the mis

fortune of knowing anything, should conceal it as well as she can."77 

Here , the author spoke in her own voice, but it is a voices carefully 

modulated to the language used by her characters, and a comment so well 

74Ibid. 

75 . Ibid., p. 1259. 

76Ibid., p. 1260. 

77Northanger, p. 1124. 



integrated with the action in the novel that one is hardly aware that she 

has _stepped in. All of her novels are filled with general comments like 

this one, which deepens one's sense of her intellectual power as well as 

her saturation in her work. 

A summary of the intellectual power as exhibited by Jane Austen in 

her six published novels would include the following: (1) story telling 

power (2) power to know her limitations (3) po ,,er to see and create humGr. 

Her story telling power is exhibited in her ability to sustain interest 

throughout her novels in which the events would ordinarily be uninterest

ing and commonplace; her power to know her limitations as a writer is 

exhibited in her exclusion of public events, pure comedy, and pure tragedy; 

and her intellectual humor may be seen in the form of her general comments , 

or it may be directed at specific characters, while at the same time, it 

is integrated into the entire story. 

The third, and perhaps the least important of the terms of analysis 

to be applied to the Jane Austen novels is that of passion for the univer

sal. It is not to be implied that universality in a literary work is un

important; it is. But it is nots important for our pur~oses because we 

are concerned with what Jane Austen gained from her severe self- criticism; 

it is not conceivable that she wrote and rewrote her work in an effort t 

universalize the material. However, it must be mentioned that her novels 

are illustrative of country life among the upper middle classes in England 

at the end of the eighteenth century. She writes about men and women who 

become congenial friends to the reader; they do not seem to be mere char

acters of fiction, but people whose thoughts and feelings suggest expe

rience as everyone knows it. She does not transport her readers inte fantasy, 

but simply into another set of problems- -pr blems which make no personal 
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demands on the reader. One can recognize in her characters, characteris-

tics of people he knows. Probably without a great deal of effort then, 

especially since this was the life Jane Austen knew and was a part of, 

she universalized her material. 

No analysis of the art in Jane Austen's work would be complete with-

out some mention of her style which is characterized by a normal, clear, 

and easily understood structure. With the possible exception of her di-

alogue, it is not highly individual. Still, she attains complete adequa-

cy in expression; every word, though common it may be, has its i ntrinsic 

value. The clarity with which she writes may be seen in this short par-

agraph in which Emma speaks te Mr. Elton about Harriet Smith: 

I am glad you think I have been useful to her; but Harriet only 
wanted drawing out, and receiving a few, very few hints. She had all the 
natural grace of sweetness of temper and artlessness in herself. I have 
done very little.78 

It is seldom necessary to reread a sentence in a Jane Austen novel 

due to inadequacy of expression. There are no broken sentences; it is 

free from sp radio composition; there is nothing clumsy or awkward ab1ut 

it. There is clearness, fitness, and always economy. 

In dial gue, Jane Austen is not only adequate but exceptionally 

effective. She often attains originality by means of sentence inversi on . 

The following excerpt, taken from a conversation in Northanger Abbey 

between Catherine Morland and some friends who want her to join them in 
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a ride: 

1To Bristoll Is not that a great way off? But, however, I cannot go 
with you to-day, because I am engaged; I expect some friends every 
moment.' This was of course vehemently talked down as no reason at all; 
Mrs. Allen was called on to second him, and the two others walked in, to 
give their assistance. 1 My sweetest Catherine, is not this delightful? 
We shall have a most heavenly drive. You are to thank your brother and 
me for the scheme; it darted into our heads at breakfast time, I verily 
believe at the same instant; and we should have been off two hours ago , 
if it had not been for this detestable rain. But it does not signify, the 
nights are moonlight, and we shall do delightfully. Ohl I am in such 
ecstasies at the thoughts of a little country air and quietl so much 
better than going to the Lower Rooms. We shall drive directly to Clifton 
and dine there; and as soon as dinner is over, if there is time for it , 
go on to Kingsweston. 1 79 

Jane Austen once said that a 11 1 said he' or •said she' would some-

times make the dialogue more immedi ately clear; but 

I do not write for such dull elves 
As have not a great deal of ingenuity themselves.tt8J 

This is more evidence of the writer's severe self criticism. She must 

have spent a great deal of time in satisfying herself with the clear-

ness, fitness, and effectiveness of her writing. Before publication, she 

had selected and combined just those speeches and comments which gave 

complete adequacy in expression as well as the desired effect. 

It was the purpose of this chapter to determine what Jane Austen 

gained from her severe self- criticism, to determine what she required 

of her novels before she was willing to present them to the publisher. 

The answer t this question seems to lie in her deep saturation in her 

plot, characters, and setting, in her outstanding intellectual power, 

her passion for the universal, and her lucid style. The r easons for her 

success lie in her ability as a story teller, her technique as a drawer 

79Northanger Abbey, p. 1107. 

80 Letters, I, p. 298. 
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Gf character, her d~licat~~atire 9 ~nd her ability te c©mbine th~se 

things within ~ Wlillrld ef :rea,H:.n arid ccimmon sense 9 wi thtu t exa.ggerat bn 

0r ~ffectatiGno One ctuld be sure that her rejection Gf any part @f her 

work would be based en. the same sta."l.da.rds which make her pu'bl:1.shed 

work al.meat flawleeso 



CHAPTER III 

BASES OF REJECTION OF THE UNPUBLISHED WORK 

There can be little questi n of the quality Jane Austen achieved 

as a result •f the long hQurs f rewriting, correcting, and reorganizing 

her novels bef re she offered them for publication. The standards f 

perfection that she set fr herself are evident in the published w rk. 

An application of these standards to the rejected and unpublished work 

will determine what quality er qualities they lacked. This evidence 

sheuld suppert her rejectien ef them • 

.!!:!, Watsons, a "mu.ch c rrected manuscript,nl is believed bys me 

te be an early draft ef .!!!!!!•2 there feel that the plet and characters 

of this fragment were taken up in Mansfield Park.3 Jane Austen had 

th1ught eut and compesed the story, and she infermed her family what 

she intended te do with her characters: 

Mr. Wataen was ao•n te die and Emma te beceme dependent fer a heme en 
her narrewminded sister-in-law and br,ther. She waste decline an effer 
frem Lerd Osberne, and much ef the interest ef the tale waste arise 
frem Lady Osberne 1 s love f•r Mr. He~ard and his c•unter-affecti n fer 
Emma, whem he was finally t• marry. 

lJehnaon, Sanditen, p. x. 

2Ibid. 

3Hinckley, p. 93. 

4Jehnaen, Sand.iten, p. x. 
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Like the published w rk, this novel wast be a story about domestic 

affairs, relatively uneventful domestic affairs. ]ut Jane Austen does not 

achieve her usual saturation nor does she show the extent of her intel-

lectual ability in this fragment . As far as she went in the actual writ-

ing of the novel, she seems, at a first reading, to achieve that intense 

vision in pl•t. H•wever, there is a noticeable weakness when one looks at 

the plet as she had indicated it w uld develop in that it seems unlikely 

that each incident could have grown 1ut of preceding ones. The happy 

ending that Jane Austen had planned, does net appear to have sufficient 

cause for occurring. For instance, the Watson family was a poor ene, not 

on the level of the Bennett family in Pride and Prejudice . _ but more 

equal te the Price family in Mansfield Park. They lived in such humble 

style that Emma was mortified at the thought ef anyone outside the fam-

ily calling on them. When the girls attended a ball, they had t dress, 

dine, and sleep at some ne else's house. 

Unlike her sisters, Emma was a woman of education and sensitive 

feeling; she had been brought up by an aunt, a weman of f rtune and rank. 

As a result, Emma had a deep sense of propriety, good manners, and 

common sense. In contrast , her sisters had been brought up in the poor 

surroundings of her family with little communication with the middle 

classes, little education, and ne privileges. Marriage was their nly 

v1cation, and they had little t rec•mmend themselves to any y ung men. 

Margaret Watson was "a little fretful and perverse, " while Penelepe 

"never cares what she says. n5 :Both th ught everything fair in love i 

they had no faith, honor, r scruples while in pursuit of a man. 

5iuaten, The Watsena, p. 85. (All footnotes referring to Jane 
Austen~s unpub~ished work are taken from Sandi ton (New York, 1935). 
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These were the conditions and surroundings in which Emma W tsQn 

f•und herself. Where was sh t• s ek companionship? Had Jane Austen 

been fully saturated in the work0 it is unlikely that she would have 

felt Emma1 s situation in life could have brought about the happy ending 

she had planned. How could Emma remain a lady when she was surrounded 

by pe1ple of b ld temper 0 unladylike conduct 0 pe ple f her own family 

with wh~m she must necessarily associate. With Emma 1 s refined manners 

and attractive f atures 0 she c uld attract young men; but she 0 unlike 

her sisters 0 felt the inc nsistency fan acquaintance with them be

cause of the humble style in which they lived. She had impressed Lord 

Osborne at the Ball 0 but when he called on her 0 the awkwardness f the 

situation kept her from enj ying the compliments of such a man Is atten

tion. Emma 9 " •• having in her aunt 1 s family been used to many of the 

Elegancies of Life 0 was fully sensible fall that must epen to the 

ridicule 1f Richer people in her present h1me!6 Had Jane Austen cem

pleted this work0 shew uld have seen the inevitable necessity for a 

change in the plot that would bring abut a cl ser relationship between 

the incidents. 

Lack af saturation in pl~t in The Watsonsp reveals a discrepancy 

in chara~ter. Emma ceuld n t have retained her self control and her 

g•od humor when she f~und herself continually surrounded by inferior 

people. The planned ending did net all0w for any change in her situati on. 

In fact 0 she was destined for still worse because Mr. Watson was soen 

to die~ and Emma wast• live with her narrow- minded brother and his 



:respectfully ~f' their aunt and uncle fe:ri" which Emma diisl:ik®d him more 

yC1u cian n1Hll@ 0:f y0u get ID:lii!':!:'i@d J !Glu. m11a:i 1~ come il@ Cr0ydtiin ®.s well ii.IS 

the res\1, 0 !ill'l.d see wh!i!.1li ;y"ii!U ~an d0 there,. 117 

o o yiu. k:n~w we mu:st ma:r:r.y o I re@uld d.@ very well l!:lingl e f©r my !iJtm part. 
A 1Htle c1mpany v ~nd ~ pl~af'3ant, Ball n@w s.nd t,hen 0 Wll}H.ld be (lIUJUgh 
f~r mev if ~ne c@uld be yeung f@reverv but rrzy- father ca~n@t pr~vide 
f'ri>:r u.s 0 and H is very bad h g:r@w l@ld all.d bi!! p@G)lf and l.nughed at. 8 
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heve Emma receive an offer of marriage from Lord Osborne as well as Mr. 

Howard and still achieve that intensity of vision in plot and character? 

Of course, with Emma 1s agreeable manners, her respect for other pe•ple, 

and her standard f values, she c•uld attract agreeable young men with 

whom sh• might become attached. :But •ne wonders if Emma c•uld have re

tained thee• qualities under th• circumstances in which she found herself. 

If Emma were t blossom forth and be noticed, she would have t do it 

withQut trickery, phantasy, or miracle. That Jane Austen did not believe 

this pessible is evident in her treatment of Fanny Price in Mansfield 

Park. Like Emma, Fanny returned home lltter having been brought up in her 

uncle's hous• ef refinement and privileges. But Fanny found that her 

visit consisted of pain upon pain and confusion upon confusion. From the 

moment she arrived, she began looking forward t• returning to Mansfield. 

''Easter came particularly late this year, as Fanizy had most sorrowfully 

considered on first leaving that she had no chance of leaving Portsmouth 

~a.rents·, hom!] till after it. It was a cruel, a terrible delay h ur. 119 

Though s me of her friends from Mansfield called on her in Portsmouth, 

the humble style in which her family lived, was painful to her. More ver, 

the vulgarity of her nearest relations were enough t• drive he r friends 

away. Wh n she learned she wast, leave Portsmtuth, she "felt she was in 

the greatest danger of being exquisitely happy.ttlO 

These w•re Fanny Price ' s s ntiments after a three m nths visit with 

her family; hew cauld Emma have been expected to live with hers indef

initely, withc;ro.t a noticeable change of character, possibly brought on by 

9Mansfield ~. p. 732. 

lOibid., p. 74o. 



a different outlook and philosephy of life? How long could she return 

kindness for insult? How long c uld she remain unaffected by her narrow

minded disrespectful sisters and brother? When her father died, she 

weuld be ~eft with the "dreadful m rtifications of unequal S•ciety, and 

family Disc rd, fr m the immediate endurance of Hard-hearted prosperity, 

low minded C nceit, and Wrong-headed folly •• "11 Jane Austen must have 

noticed the problem she was running int• because, \ohether the story 

was usurped by the pl t and characters in Mansfield~ or whether it 

was the beginning •f Emma, it is readily noticeable that the author 

changed the heroine's positions in both. Emma Woodhouse had innate 

qualities that only needed bringing out in the epen, and she had the 

ri~t surroundings, both in relations and friends fr doing this. Fanny 

Price, though given birth by poor parents, was brought up by a family 

of the upper class and never had t return to her home to live. But 

Emma Watson had no apparent means for releasing her from her dreadful 

situation: without a means, Jane Austen could not have created incident 

after incident with causal relationships. Lack of relationship in the 

incidents meant lack of saturation, a characteristic that we have al

ready seen Jane Austen insisted up n achieving. 

It was menti ned in a pr c ding chapter that intellectual p wer 

ceuld n t functi n without saturati n. Theref re, a weakness in sat

uratien in~ Watstns necessarily meant a weakness in intellectual 

power. In her fini shed work, Jane Austen sh wed this power by mea.na of 

her ability t make interesting, things which w uld rdinarily be un

interesting and commonplace; in her ability to write a very delicate 

llwatsons, p. 131. 
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satire which she succeeded in int egrating with the plet and character= 

izations; and in her ability te kntw and st~ within her own limits as 

a novelisto 

Certainly 9 Jane Austen was within her limits when she wrete The 

Wats ns because she was writing ab@ut domestic affairs which were not 

to inv lve any public events 0 pure tragedy 0 or pure comedy. She was 

definitely engaged once again in tellir.g a stiry invGlving n• real 

c nflict or utstanding events. :But did she sueceed in making these 

things interesting? Yes 0 she certainly does succeed in creating sem• 

interest in the fragment; however 0 there is a noticeable weakness in 

humor. Obviously 0 a lack of hum r in a Jane Austen creation meant lack 

of interest because it was partly by means f her delicate satire that 

she achieved interest. The weakness is noticeable in dialogue 0 descrip

ti•n, and general comment. Very little hum•r is used 0 and what there 

is 0 lacks integration with the ploto The first inkling of humor is 

f~und inly after the reader is well int, the storyp when Jane Austen 

shows the abeurd 0 superior feeling of Emma 1 s sister- in-law. "Mrs. 

R~bert, exactly as smart as she had been at her own party 9 came in with 

apel0gies for her dress. 1112 Of c urse 0 this is the true Jane Austen 

wit 0 but th re is se little present in this fragment that the reader 

must alm0st search for ite It is evident 0 however 9 that the aut her in

tended t• satirize Emma 0s sisters who were all rather narr w- minded. 

When Tom Musgrave dropped in unexpectedly, in hopes of seeing Emma 0 

Margaret Watson to~k the visit as a compliment t~ herself. Seeking 

further cGmpliment p she needled Tem into a conversation about young 



ladies' complexion in hopes that ht would say he preferred hers to 

Emma's. But Tom merely said that a Miss Osborne was his model for a 

truly feminine complexion. Margaret would not be insulted when a man 

was involved; she insisted that he comet dinner the fellowing day, an 

invitation he accepted with uncertainty, saying, "Yu will not think of 

me unless you see me."13 Nevertheless, Margaret had no doubt of his 

comin~ as she indicated when she saw that "preparations were made for 

his Entertainment much exceeding what had been deemed necessary 1114 by 

anyone else. Certainly, Jane Austen created humor in the character f 

Margaret Wats•~. but there seems to be less delicacy in the humor than 

is present in the published work. Margaret's displeasure, due to her 

own action, meant displeasure to the entire family. When Tom Musgrave 

did not come, "the Peace of the party for the remainder of that day, 

and the whole of the next, which cemprised the length of Robert and 

Jane's visit, continually invaded by her fretful displeasure, and 

querulous attacks."15 This seems to lessen the effectiveness of the 

humor. Of c•urse, Mrs. Bennett, in Pride~ Prejudice, often embar

rassed her family with her silly remarks and her constant concern fer 

the marriage of her daughters, but in her narrow mind, she thought she 

was helping her family, and they knew it. It was th welfare of her 

family, not her own, that she was interested in promoting. But Margaret~ 

eel• purpose in life was to find happiness for herself at the expense 

of any or everyone who got in her way. 

13Ibid., p. 129. 

l4Ibid., p. 130. 

l5Ibid. 
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This lack of intellectual humor might be attributed to the fact 

that Jane Austen, not havin~ revised and rewritten the st0ry, may not 

have included all the humor she intended to. Perhaps her first drafts 

were always weak in humoro This does not seem likely however, when one 

looks at Jane Austen's first literary exercise. Even here, it is 

evident that the author was concerned very early in her literary ca-

reer with laughing at the absurdities she saw in human nature as well 

as in the sentimental novels. In~~ Freindship, ~i~ which she 

playfully wrote while in her teens, shes ems to satirize the senti-

mental novelists by creatin~ characters and incidents that were not 

congruous with realii.ty. For example, when the heroine of the exercise 

heard a knock on her door, this is the way she and her family reacted 

to it: 

My father started-- 1What noise is that' (said he). 'It sounds like a 
loud rapping at the door'-- (replied my Mother). 1 It does indeed.' 
(cried I.) 1 I am of your opinion (said my Father) it certainly does 
appear to proceed from some uncommon violence exerted a~ainst our 
unoffending door.' 1Yes (exclaimed I) I gannot help thinking it must 
be somebody who knocks for admittance. ,1 

Though no one would say that this passage is strongly humorous, 

still it shows the author's early concern in her work with satire. 

This would seem to indicate that had Jane .Austen intended to include 

more humor in~ Watson,, it would hav been present in this early 

draft. We must conclude then, that she was not saturated enough in her 

characters and their actions t• enable her te create in them the 

intellectual humor and interest that she successfully created in the 

work that pleased her critical standards. 

16Austen, Love~ Freindship and other Early Works (N.O., 1922), 
p. 8. 
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Unlike The Watsons, Plan of.! Novel was never developed beyond a 

mere four page sketch. It seems indeed to have been "destined to lau~ 

out of existence the idle vapcmrings of romance. 1117 13u.t there is an 

evident weakness in this plan when one lo•ks for the Austen intellectual 

power, especially in her ability to work with and successfully create 

a story about e•me rather ordinary pe•ple involved in uneventful thmgs; 

the humor is on the extreme, not delicate, and she had planned a story 

that, accerding to our findings in the published novels, reached out

side the limits of her ability as a novelist. 

In Northanger Abbey Jane Austen had already had deli~tful fun by 

showing the contrast between life as represented by the remanticists 

and life as actually observed. But in doing this, she never strayed 

from her own original humor and creative ability. However, in !:1.!:!:. of 

.!: Novel, the humor is extreme and exaggerated; it is not the true Austen 

intellectual humor. Ftr example, Jane Austen wri tea that the 11here>ine 

was often reduced te> support herself and her father by her talents, and 

work for her ~read; continually cheated and defrauded of her hire; 

worn down to a skeleton, and n wand then starved te death."18 There 

are some traces ef exaggerated humor in Northanger Abbey in incidents 

like Catherine's discovery of the heavy chest, but these ridiculous, 

imaginative, and humorous situations existed only in Catherine Morland 1s 

naive mind. In Plan of~ Novel, the characters were actually to be in

volved in ridicul•us situations just as Jane Austen had involved her 

characters in!!.!!.!,!!!! Freindship which was written for sheer fun on 

17Johnson, Sanditon, p. ix. 

18~ ~~Novel, p. 5. 
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the .author's part. Certainly , she would never have attempted t o publish 

this exercise inc mposi t i on. It has interest mai nly for its value in 

tracing the pr gress of her wit. It may be read with enjoyment, but 

can hardly be recommended to other than Jane Austen enthusiasts who 

mi ght be i nterested in seeing the crudeness of her early humor. It is 

more in the line f what a much .less talented writer might do. This may 

be seen in the following quotation from Love and Freindship in which the 

heroine tells f meeting the wife of her husband's friend for the first 

time: 

She was all sensibility and Feeling. We flew into each others arms and 
after having exchanged vows of mutual Freindship for the rest of our 
lives, instantly unfolded to each other the most inward secrets of our 
Hearts.19 

This w uld hardly be called an intel l ectual humor, especially not 

for a talented artist like Jane Austen. But this is the same type humor 

that her "plan II called for. Moreover, the plan called for perfection in 

character, as well as lots of adventure for the characters t become 

involved in. In this respect there is a weakness in intellectual power 

because Jane Austen had, in her published novels, achieved interest 

withou, the use of adventure r unusual characters. Such adventure pre'b-

ably to k her outside her limitations as a successful literary artist. 

In~~ Freindship she had done all these things , but we must no t 

forget that Jane Austen had no desire to publish this work. Like~ 

~ Freindship, Plan E,! !. Novel had characters who were exaggerated 

both i?JJ:. descripthn and in action a: 11He {heroine I s fatherj the mo st ex-

cellent man that can be imagined, perfect in character, temper, and 

l9Freindship, p. 15. 
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manners, without the smallest drawback or peculiarity •• 1120 

Perhaps this character could have acted consistently with these 

descriptions, but it seems hardly likely. that Jane Austen could have 

created much interest with this sort of exaggeration even though the 

reader may be sure that it was meant to be satire directed at the 

romantic writers. Miss Austen was certainly capable af writing a 

successful satirical novel as she proved when she wrote Nort hanger 

Abbey. But in this published novel, she showed the inconsistency be

tween life as created by the romantic writers and life in reality . The 

success of the novel was due to the fact that Jane Austen, while 

satirizing these writers, also achieved the originality that distin

guishes her work from that of Qther successful literary artists. But 

!!!!: of!. Novel wQuld not have had these distinguishing characterietics. 

It was to have an exaggerated humor which cannot be called an intel

lectual humor when compared with the delicate manner in which Jane 

Austen had handled it in her published work. Moreover, it was to 

include a considerable amount of adventure and material setting, both 

of which the author had excluded from the work that had reached her 

etand.arde of perfection. 

It haa already been established that adventure and elaborate 

material setting in a Jane Austen novel would have been intrusions. 

Such a background would have blurred the essential quality of her 

work. But this~~! Novel needed a different background to that 

used in her other work. Apparently she wanted to try something a bit 

different from what she had been doing, and perhaps she could have 

20Plan, p. 3. 



successfully written this novel in 1816, though she had not been able 

te in the late eighteenth century when she wrote Love and Freindship. 

But it is our purpose to determine whether or not~ 2!. ~ Novel 
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c uld ever have reached the high standards its creator alwa;ys set for 

her published novels. With this in mind, it is readily noticeable that 

the 11plan 11 w uld have been weak in intell ectual humor. Moreover, it 

w•uld not have shown Jane Austen ' s intellectual ability to work success

fully with uneventful things and a minimum of material setting. When 

the author spoke of using a large variety f characters and events and 

ef taking her characters all ever the country, she was getting beyond 

the narrow scepe she allowed herself in the novels that had pleased her. 

She did not keep close to common incidents and characters which occupy 

the daily walks of life, thus showing a weakness in universality. 

Jane Austen nee said that 11it was her desire to create, not to 

reproduce. 1121 If she had written t his novel as she had planned, she 

would probably never submitted it for publication because it would have 

been an exaggerated reproducti n of the ideas in romantic novels. Few, 

if any, of the Austen characteristics w uld have been present in the 

novel. With ut them, we may be sure that the critical writer w uld have 

rejected it. 

· Thus far, we have dealt with an unfinished novel and a mere plan 

for a novel, and we have found weaknessee not only in saturati n and 

intellectual power on the pari of the author, but in technical integra

tion ae well. Now we will 1 ok at a work which was cem~leted but which 

Jane Austen did not consider worthy of publication.~ Susan ie 

21Austen-L igh, p. 104. 
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assumed to be a final draft; the manuscript is almost free from correc

tions.22 Nevertheless, the work is very weak in plot and character 

saturation; and in intellectual power, there is a weakness in humor. 

Moreover, the work lacks universality. Needless to say, these weak

nesses automatically mean lack of interest, another intellectual ability 

that Jane Austen always achieved before she was satisfied with her 

work. 

The most noticeable weakness is caused by a lack of intellectual 

humor, especially in the form of general comments. The fault lies in the 

form she used; the letter form did not permit her to make her own 

humorous evaluative remarks and comments. Certainly, this story does 

not lack satire; it is based on the absurdities and inconsistencies 

of a cruel, heartless, and villainous woman, but the satire has a savage 

tone instead of the well known Austen delicacy. For instance, Lady Susan 

spoke of her well behaved daughter as the torment of her life. She 

flirted with her daughter's friends; she kept company with her best 

friends' husbands; and she placed her daughter in school only t get 

rid of her. In short, Lady Susan was an unscrupu.leus woman without ho?lQr 

or integrity. Jane Austen had created a somewhat similar character in 

Lady Catherine in Pride and Prejudice. But Lady Catherine was not wholly 

bad; she had been kind to Mr. Collins and his wife, and she had been 

kind in a reserved manner to Elizabeth Bennett when the latter vi sited 

in the Collins home. Lady Catherine had a lot to lose by the marriage 

of her nephew to Elizabeth. It seemed natural for her t lose her temper 

when she talked with Elizabeth about the marriage. However, the young 

22Johnson, Sandit n, p. xii. 



people had not been married l•ng before Lady Catherine began to asso-

ciate with them. Jane Austen had delicately satirized Lady Catherine's 

absurdities, and she successfully integrated the humorous situation with 

the story. We do n.~t hate Lady Catherine; we only laugh at her. But Lady 

Susan is a heartl.esa woman, and Jane Austen attacks her in a different 

manner; without the delicacy in her humor, Jane Austen is not at her best. 

MoreGver, the delicate satire that Jane Austen writes always shows peeple 

and experience as everyone knows them, thus achieving universality in 

her work. But the savage satire like that used in Lady Susan does not 

suggest experience as everyone knows it; everytne does not know a Lady 

SusMJ 

A weakness in humor usually meant a weakness in character in a Jane 

Austen work. At any rate, there is little evidence in this work that she 

was fully saturated in her characters. It is often by means of some hu

morous evaluative c•mment as well as a description that she achieves 

intensity of vision in character. Lady Susan is not without actions and 

speeches that are character revealing. When she writes: 11 I really have a 

regard for him; Jiier brothe~ he is so easily imposed up1n0 1123 we have 

indeed some insight int her character. In fact, Jane Austen seems to be 

saturated in the character Gf Lady Susan; she effectively has her act 

and speak consistently throughout. But the weakness lies in the ether 

characters; they are too flat for a Jane Austen novel. They seem to exist 

nly fr the purpose of bringing eut the vari us vices united in Lady 

Susan. The other characters had the delicacy not to write so much, if 

anything, about themselves, and too few characters are involved t, give 

23Lady Susan, p. 156. 
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insight int• each tther 1 s lives. We do have Lady Susan's epinions en 

everyone, but we cannet learn anything of value from a woman like her. 

~s a result, the characters in Lady Susan, other than Lady Susan her

self, lack the depth and dimension that we usually get in the Jane 

Aueten characters. 

Witheut saturation in character, it is hardly surprieing that the 

writer did n,t achieve plot saturation. It is thr1Ugh action that we 

learn m0st about characters. In the letter form, the enly way we can 

know the action is by the charactere relating it te aemeone else. We 

cannet learn much from Lady Susan, and the only other cerrespondents 

are Mrs. Vernen and her mother-in-law. It is mostly through the former 

that action 11 revealed, but the same problem exists here as dees with 

the characterization. Mrs. Vernen 1 a purpose in the story ia to relate 

the actions ef Lady Susan. It was prebably not the writer's design te 

create action er characters ether than that of Lady Susan; she write, 

at the end of the work that it must already have been evident that Mr. 

Vernon existed only to d whatever might be required of him, 24 and the 

same remark might well apply to the majority •f the characters. We do 

not wish t criticize Jane Austen f;r ntt d•ing something she did not 

intend te de; we simply want te concern ourselves with determining what 

her works lose when they d not reach the standards she set for her 

published work. 

Without saturation in character and action, and without delicate 

humor, Lady Susan lacks originality and interest, an intellectual 

ability the author had always achieved in her accepted work. When she 

24Ibid., p. 221. 



created a villain (Lady Susan) perhaps she realized that she was reach

ing for something outside her ability to handle successfully in a novel. 

At any rate, she never attempted it again, and she never desired that 

Lady Susan be published. We have already seen that this was ne of her 

greatest intellectual gifts: the power t know her own abilities and to 

stay within their limits. But perhaps it was only by experience that she 

learned what she ceuld and could not do. Apparently she was not satisfied 

with the results of this novel in which she attempted to be successful 

with the letter form. We have seen some of the reasons for her dissatis

faction; it lacked the intellectual humor and interest, and it lacked 

saturation in character and plot. Moreover, the letter form, the villain 

of the piece, and the savage satire were things that Jane Austen must 

have decided were not in her power to handle effectively. 

Now we have seen the weakness in a plan for a novel, an unfinished 

novel and a finished but unpublished one. Our next concern is with a 

cancelled chapter from Persuasion, a chapter that had been rewritten, 

corrected, and revised, and was ready for publication when the author 

suddenly cancelled it writing two cempletely different ones in its place. 

It is from this chapter that we should be able to see without a doubt 

the extent of Jane Austen's harsh self-criticism. When she cancelled 

this chapter, she proved how deeply saturated she really was in her work. 

The purpose in this chapter had been to bring Anne Elliot and Captain 

Wentworth to an understanding; it was an event that required careful 

thtught and planning that only a novelist who was truly saturated in 

the work could have handled effectively. The difficulty in creating the 

scene lay in the fact that Anne and the Captain's strong attachment for 

each other had heretofore been a secret even to each other. In a Jane 
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Austen novel, the long deferred understanding could not be an event Qf 

passionate outbursts. The incident must be created so that it inevitably 

grew out of preceding ones. Looking at the chapter as if it were still 

a part of the novel, it is di f ficult to understand why she did not like 

it, but upon comparing it with the replacement, it is readily noticeable 

that the contrivances ef the cancelled chapter for bringing the two young 

petple tegether are a bit crude. 

In the cancelled chapter, Anne's meeting Admiral Cr ft in the street 

seemed natural because she had t, pass his house on her walk home from 

her friend's house. It seemed natural t,,, that Admiral Croft think Ann• 

was calling on Mrs. Croft since he knew of no other friends the girl had 

in that neighborhood. When Anne explained that she had not planned te call 

n Mrs. Creft and that it would inc nvenience his wife at such a time 

anyway, the Admiral insisted because, true to his nature, he didn ' t really 

hear what Anne was sayin«. Too, he wanted to learn the truth about the 

rumor that was gei~ around Bath concerning Anne and Mr. Elli t. This was 

a matter f great imp rtance to Admiral Croft, because the truth of such 

a rumor meant that he weuld need t vacate his home in Xellynch. Captai n 

Wentw rth, the Admiral'• br ther- in- law , was in the drawing room when 

Anne was invited in, but the Admiral thought nething tf bringing the two 

p11ple together. As far as he knew, they simply knew each other casually, 

so there wa1 n reaa n why they ah~ld not be left alone a few minutes 

while Anne waited on Mrs. Croft. But it waa a most awkward situation for 

both Anne and Captain Wentworth, the more st because the Admiral had aak

ed hie brother t confront Anne with the question of her engagement to 

Mr. Elliot. Wentw rth at;reed t, do this inly because there was n• getting 

around Admiral Croft unless f c1urse the Captain informed him f what 



had existed between himself and Anne. Rather than volunteer this infor

mation, Captain Wentworth agreed to ask Annp. The latter denied that 

there was any truth in the rumor. The denial brought elation to Captain 

Wentworth wh immediately began to hope that Anne still l ved him. 

his doubtful that many writers w 11ld have felt anything but pride 

at havint; written this ending to the story. But Jane Austen felt that 

it could be improved upon, that the incident could be brought abut in 

a much more effective manner; and in two masterly written chapters, she 

arranged for a large group of friends and relatives to arrive in Bath, 

bringing 11 drama and emphasis to the appr&priately quiet"25 and long 

awaited understanding between Anne and Captain Wentworth. 

A much more intense vision of plot and character on the part f 

the auth r is evident in the two chapters that replaced the cancelled 

one. The circumstances that breught the twe together are much more 

effective. Many incidents led up to the understanding so that it was 

almost inevitable to the reader when it did come about. In comparison, 

in the cancelled chapter, the incident was as sudden t the reader as 

it was to those c ncerned, because there had been little te suggest 

such a meeting between the twe. In the new version, the first incident 

to lead directly t the important scene was that of the arrival in Bath 

of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Musgrove, Captain Harville, Mrs. Musgreve 

(Oharlee' mother), and Henrietta Mus«r ve. All were mutual friends tf 

Anne and Captain Wentw rth. As usual, Jane Austen's deep eaturation 

in her plet and charac\ers enabled her te eee them in their entirety, 

thus creati~ fer her readers a feeling ef serenity that enly a well 

25Johneon, Sandit1n, p. xi. 
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organized, well integrated plet can offer. For instance, the Musgreve 

party's arrival in Bath was ef untold importance in bri~ing the story 

te its end, but the author dared not allow the incident occur simply on 

the grounds that any family was likely to cGme to Bath te visit, relax, 

or shop. The scheme had begun when Captain Harville speke of the neces

sity of making a business trip to Bath. Charles Musgrove, eut of c9\ll'Mey 

for his guest, offered to make the trip with him. True to her nature, 

Mrs. Charles Musgrove could not bear t• be left behind. Moreover, her 

father and two sisters were then in Bath. Either the men must cancel 

the trip or~. Mary with them. Rather than take her without any Qther 

women along, the trip might have been cancelled had net Mrs. Musgrove 

decided she w0uld like to call on a me old friends in Bath. To~. it was 

a splendid eppertunity to shep for Henrietta's wedding cl thes. 

It was a combination of all these things that brought the ~oup 

to Bath, an incident which weuld inevitably bring the hero and hereine 

in company together .since all were mutual friends. And it was a plan 

that would allow Jane Austen the advantage of bringing their undereta.ndng 

about gradually instead of suddenly as she had done in the cancelled 

chapter. After all, it was not likely that a second meeting could be 

satisfactorily created at the home ef Admiral Cr ft. Therefore 0 the first 

incident had t• take care of everything. But in the new version, the 

"arrival of their cemmon friends must be socm bringing them together 

again, 1126 and the inevitable understanding between the tw was eummed up 

in Anne 1s werds when she said: "Surely, if there be constant attachment 

on each side @nd the reader knows there is] our hearts must understand 

26Persuasion, p. 1344. 
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the manner in which she brought them together. Certainly, the con

trivances of the cancelled chapter were c•mparatively crudep but may 

still be recognized as a "charming example of Jane Austen I s best, most 

finely polished work , 1130 a.nd a work that many writers surely would have 

been pleased to hav written • . 

Unlike the unpublished w rks we have already w0rked with, Sanditon 

was in the process of creation when Jane Austen died. R. Briml y 

Jehnson calls it 11 the beginning of a rough sketch which may almest be 

described as shorthand notes ef a tale for which all details, pessibly 

even the conclusi n or main thread c,f the plot 113l had net been deter

mined. ''Miss Austen was merely j•tting down ideas hr characters and 

scenes as they came int, her mind without a thought fr sequence or 

~rangement. 11 32 We cannot be sure whether or nc,t she w•uld have finish

ed the novel or whether she would have offered the finished novel for 

publication. Nevertheless, it is of interest for our purposes, to 

treat this frQl;ment in the same manner that we have treated the others, 

thus learning what quali\ies Jane Austen did n t achieve in a first 

reugh sketch •f her work. 

As far as the author goea, she does achieve intensity t vision 

in pl tin that every incident gr we 1ut of a preceding ne. Fr instance, 

the et ry begina with the verturning tf the Parker's carri~e in which 

Mr. Parker suffered a sprained ankle. Thie incident intr1duced the 

heroine 0 Charlette Heyw1od, to the story. Her parent, 1ffered their 

30Johna•n, Sandit n, p. xi. 

31Ibid., p. x. 

32Ibid. 
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services te _ the Parkers 0 nursing Mr. Parker back to health0 and treat

ing both him and his wife with utmost kindness. Charlette 0 the Heyweod.0s 

eldest daughter , whe had been particularly useful and bliging te _the 

Parkers, was invit~d te return with them t Sanditen. Mr. Park~ris main 

cencern in life was to enlarge and pepularize Sanditen 0 a new settle

ment near the seaceast. The purpese f the trip in which the accident 

,ccurred was to find a medical doctor for the new town. He was not 

successful in finding the dector 0 but he did succeed in persuading the 

Herwoods t send every ne they encountered t Sandit~n. Toe 0 Mr. Parker 

was returning te the doted~upon Sanditon with at least ne more in

habitant. 

It was this same desire of Mr. Parker 8 s that br ught his sisters 

and brother int the action, each one of which was very important te 

the development ef the plot. It was in this manner that Jane Austen 

tightened her plet se that every incident was integrated with the entire 

action. HGwever 0 in this fragment, we notice an undesirable and in

effective break in the action when the author suddenly steps in to 

describe some incident. It is a Jane Austen characteristic te speak in 

her wn vice eccasi0nally 0 but in the published novels 0 her cemments 

were so well m dulated with ideas and acti•n in the story that we are 

hardly consci us f the author 1 s having stepped in. But in Sanditon 

fer ~xample 0 when Charlette had been pleased with Sir Edward 9s atten

tiens, Jane Austen 0 without necessity te the story 0 says : "I make ne 

apelegies for my Heroine9s vanity. If there are young ladies in the 

w rld at her time of Life more dull of Fancy and more Careless •f 
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pleasing; I knew them nit. and never· wish to know them. 1133 This s~n1;~nCf! 

calls attenti&n to the author, thus breaking the readers• involvement in 

the flow •f the story. It is doubtful. however 9 that Jane Austen would 

have published Sanditon before aha had impreved er cancelled such in

trusi•ns as this. Perhaps she always wr•t• these straightforward cemments 

in her firs~ drafts to remind her of what she must later dramatize.34 

With this exception, Jane Austen did achieve plet saturation as far 

as she takes the plet. The question arises. however, as te whether ~r 

~·t ~· could have been fully saturated in the acti•n as a whole, becau.ee 

what_ sh• had already created seems inevitably to be leading t tragedy 0 

something she had always aveided, seemingly due to its bei~ eutside her 

creative ability as well as its tendency to go against her taste for 

common sense and reas<ming in everything. As in ~ Susan. Sandi ton 

h~ t~at degree of savagery, or at least roughness in the satire. This 

was especially true of the hypechrondtiac br;ther and sisters. the bully 

Denham. and the wicked Sir Edward.35 This amounts to caricature to say 

the least. a defect which weuld never have existed had Jane Austen been 

fully saturated in her characters. Lack ef saturation probably brout;ht 

abeut this intellectual weakness in lmmer which0 in turn. meant a less 

interest!~ werk. an ever present intellectual ability in Jane Austen 1e 

published work. The difference in the humor may be seen in twe satirical 

situations involvi~ Lady Denham. The first ene is seen in her comment 

33sandit1n0 p. 42. 

34Marvin Mudrick,~ Austen (Princeton, 1952), p. 242. 

35Chapman, Faets 0 p. 208 
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to Charlette in which she attempts to impress the latter with her good 

qualiUes: 

(u.d when he ~er husban4J died, I gave Sir Edward his Gold watch 21 She 
said this with a look at her Companion which implied its right te 
preduce a ~eat . Impressi n 0 and seeing ne rapturous astonishment in 
Charlotte 1 s countenance, added quickly: 1He did not bequeath it te his 
Nephew, my dear. It was no bequest. It was not in the will. He only 
told me and that but once, that he sheuld wish his Nephew te h~ve his 
watch; but i~ed not have been binding if I had not ch se it. 136 

A degree f harshness prevails in this satire that does not exist 

in the true delicate satire that Jane .Austen is fameus for. The fra«-

ment does contain seme of her intellectual humor though.Fr instance 0 

when the Parkers met Lady Denham and Clara while all were taking a 

walk, they asked her and her cempanion te return home with them fer tea. 

Lady Denham answered that she weuld not have them hurry their tea on 

her account 0 that 11my early hours are net to put my neighbours t• in-

cenvenience. Ne, Ne 0 Miss Clara and I will get back to eur own Tea. We 

came eut with no other Theught. u37 But Lady Denham went te the Parker 

h me, toek possession •f the drawing-room, and seemed not to hear a 

word of Mrs. Parker 9 s ordering tea! This is an example of the delicate 

manner in which Jane Austen handled the satire in her :published werk. 

A lack of it ran exaggerated style ef it often accompanies a weak-

ness in other elements in her w rk. 

Jane Austen treats the material setting in Sanditon l!Illch mere 

fully than she had ever done in any ef her pabli shed novels. She 

shows evidence of her saturation in the setting, and though it re-

ceives more attention than usual, it is not more effective than that 

36sandit n, p. 47. 

37 Ibid. , p. 38. 



in,_ the finished nClvels. In this story . as in Northanger Abbey , t here 

was more need for an atmosphere that a descriptive sett~ng could offer. 

Like Catherine Morland in Northanger Abbey. Sir Edward ' s fancy had been 

overcome by the impassio~ed, sentimental novels that it was his business 

to read. But Sir Edward 1 s character had been influenced by the novels 

mor than had _Cathe~ine's. Jane Austen created in Sir Edward a man of 

ro~antic ideas and sentiment. This , along with a main setting of a 

res r t town along the seashore , would call for a more careful account

ing of mat erial circumstances than the author had been used t. By 

the time she had made her readers aware of the sea breezes and its 

freshness, in order to balance the elements of the novel , it was no t 

the uncomplicated novel that she was ee capable of writing. 

Inc mparison with the published works, Sanditon shows a weakness 

in plot saturation (at least, in the plot as a whale), as well as a 

weakness in intellectual humor. We found als1 that Jane Austen was 

~ttempting e1mething she had never befGre achieved in her published 

works; she was much lees the controlling artist in this fragment in 

that she was concerned with t pography , romantic feelings , sex, and 

tragedy. Until now, these things had been mitted from her wark, 

except of course , in a few f the other fragments , which even in them, 

we found did not satisfy her taste . Before Sanditon, she had described 

surroundings with little attention , had treated sex with a quaran

tining moralism, and she had worked with a few domestic affairs with 

little, if any , concern with tragedy. 

We do not want to criticize Jane Austen for attempting something 

different. Perhaps she felt that she had carried her type novel as 

far as she ceuld, and that she must d something else if she were to 
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write mcire novels. In Sanditon, she resists the "c nventional pressure" 

and the "moral imperative in effect to which in her published novels she 

has always yielded. 11 38 Judging from the other fragments and unpublished 

werkhowever , it is doubtful that .Jane Austen we>uld ever have been 

satisfied with Sandi\on. We have seen that in every unpublished w rk, 

there is a weakness or weaknesses in her saturation, intellectual power , 

and/or u~iversality. These same weaknesses in Sandit0n would prebably 

have causalh~r to place it on the shelf as she had done the others. 

No attention has been given to differences observed in style be-

cause the publishers have corrected, by means ef inserti n, the sen-

tences in which clarity is 'not achieved. We may be sure that Plan !f 

a Novel and Sandit n, which were merely hurried sketches, had signs of 

carelessness and haste. But with Jane Austen 1 s "natural aptitude fer 

e:xpression, 11 39 she often attained that lucid style even in these short 

sketches. 

The Watsons and Lady Susan had received more attention from Jane 

Austen than had the preceding unpublished w rk. In~ Watsons we still 

find seme broken sentences, but this is probably due ta lack of r -

yision. Lady Susan and the cancelled chapter of Persuasion have the 

same clear style that is present in the published work. Lack of clarity 
I 

in style then, only meant that Jane Austen had not yet revised the 

work. 

We may conclude that it was because of her failure to achieve , in 

these unpublished works, the quality t hat she had always insisted up n 

38Mudrick, p. 242. 

39Johnaon, Sanditon, p. x. 



!n her pu.bl;shed werk9 that Jane Austen rejected them. Ill !!!.! Watsons, 

she lacked saturatien_in plot and eharaeter, and she shewed a weakness 

in intellectual humer; in Plan of a Novel, she had planned t• create . __,_,_ . 

exaggerated characters and events which weuld have shewn a weakness in 

her intellectual ability tG wtrk suceessfu.lly within a werld •:f cemmon 

sense and reasen» without exaggeratien er affectation; Lady Susan 

lacked plet and character saturation as well as intellectual humer and 

universality; and Sanditen shewed a weakness in plet saturation and 

intellectual humer. The cancelled chapter &f Persuasion was nit weak er 

lacking in anything especially until it was cempared with the new 

version that teok its place. Jane Austenos method of bringing the story 

to an end was cemparatively crude in the cancelled chapter. 
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CONCLUSION 

Jane Austen's standard of perfecti0n was a strict one, but it is 

evident that she always insisted upon achieving it before she was will

ing to present her work for publication. It is in keeping with her wcrk 

and character that there sheuld be no decline, that all should be good. 

Though she achieved the same quality in all of her published works, each 

one is stamped with its own individuality. 

Some of the novels are preferred by one, sGme by another; some are 

stro·niger in one point, some in anther, but not one can justly be 

called inferior. Had any one lacked the quality that the others had, 

Jane Austen would not have allowed it to be published. The proof of this 

is found in a comparison of their quality with that in her rejected 

work. Each unfinished, unpublished, or cancelled part Gf her work lacked 

one or more f the qualities that were feund to be always present in 

the six published novels. 

It is true, perhaps, that even these rejected works might well 

be joyfully claimed by a novelist who was less saturated in her materials, 

or one who lacked outstanding intellectual ability, or a less critical 

novelist. :But because of her insistence Gn perfection and her real de

votion to her work, she spent long, patient, and delighted hours of 

labor in writing the published, novels, and she showed clearly her per

ception of weaknesses in some&! her work when she refused te publish 

it. 
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